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Office of the Director of National Intelligence 
Washington, DC 20511 

MAY D 6 2014 

Reference: DF-2012-00022 

We received your 12 December 2011 letter addressed to the Office of the Director 
of National Intelligence (ODNI), wherein you requested, under the Freedom of 
Information Act and the Privacy Act " ••• a copy of the following ATB/ISB 
publications" followed by a list of twenty-two (22) documents. 

Your request was processed in accordance with the FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 552, as 
amended. A thorough search ofDNI records located fifteen (15) documents responsive 
to your request. 

Four (4) documents were referred to another agency for release. These documents 
are as follows (numbers refer to your list in the initial request letter): 

• Document 6, "The Hyperspectral Dilemma: Myth or Reality?" 
• Document 9, "An Assessment of ARDA's Quantum Cryptography Research 

Program" 
• Document 18, "Interim Report on Technology, Privacy, and the Modern 

Threat" 
• Document 21, "The State of Science and Technology Analysis in the 

Intelligence Community 

One of the remaining documents was reviewed and found to be releasable in its 
entirety (Document 20). One of the remaining documents was reviewed and found to be 
releasable in part (Document 1), based on exemptions (b)(l), (b)(3) and (b)(6). The 
remaining nine (9) documents are denied in their entirety pursuant to exemptions (b )(1 ), 
(b)(3), (b)(5) and (b)(6). 

Material redacted is denied pursuant to FOIA exemption {b)(l) as properly 
classified information under Executive Order 13526, Section 1.4(c), and pursuant to 
FOIA exemption (b)(3), which applies to information exempt from disclosure by statute. 
The relevant withholding statutes are the National Security Act of 194 7, as amended, 50 
U.S.C. § 3024(i)(l), which protects information pertaining to intelligence sources and 
methods, and 50 U.S.C. § 3024(m)(l), which protects, among other things, the names and 
identifying information of ODNI personnel. FOIA exemption (b)(5) protects privileged 
interagency or Intra-Agency information. FOIA exemption (b)(6) applies to records 



Office of the Director of National Intelligence 
Washington, DC 20511 

which, ifreleased, would constitute a clearly wiwarranted invasion of the personal privacy 
of individuals. 

You have the right to appeal this determination within 45 days of the date of this 
letter to: 

Office of the Director of National Intelligence 
Information Management Office 
Washington, DC 20511 

Should you decide to do this, please explain the basis of your appeal. If you have 
any questions, please call the Requester Service Center at (703) 874-8500. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Hudson 
Director, Information Management Division 
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(U//FOuo) .. Technical Challenges of the National Cyber Initiative" 
- An Assessment by the Intelligence Science Board 

(U) Executive Summary 

(U//FOOo) The United States no longer controls the fields of information technology 
(11) and telecommunications. Irreversible trends in the globalization of IT research, 
design. manufilcturing. and services demand that we adapt our business practices to 
reflect the realities of the 21• century. The National Cyber Initiative represents an 
attempt to launch a critically needed transformation in our internal wlture and traditional 
ways of doing business. 

(U//FCruo) For the past several years. the Intelligence Science Board (ISB) has advised 
the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) and the Intelligence Community (IC) at large 
on issues pertaining to cybersecurity. privacy and security, public-private partnerships for 
intelligence. and ways to sustain our national abilities in science and technology. We 
have sought to draw attention to a wide variety of critical wlnerabilities fur our nation -
including cybersecurity - and have issued repeated calls for a national-level response. 

(UllFO\I...O) The ISB strongly supports the DNI's attempts to establish the National 
Cyber Initiative. and encourages the nation to continue along the paths laid out. We also 
applaud the DNI for turning the IC's collective attention to the challenges posed by cyber 
wlnerabilities, and we encourage the Congress to fully engage with the Administration in 
helping to fund, guide, and monitor our national efforts. At the same time, the ISB 
cautions that the need for serious oversight should not impede the first priority: actually 
launching the overall program. We expect the program to 1!/0W and evolve as it matures 
and gains momentum. Agility in program management and direction will be essential as 
we learn as a nation how to proceed with this Initiative. 

(U//F""ooQ) No segment of our national society is immune to cyber attack. and no 
segment of our society can solve this problem alone. The Administration can contribute 
to a solution by maintaining the prime objective (mission ~) at the forefront of 
the national consciousness. Congress can contribute by assessing the complexities of 
overlapping laws and competing equities and remediating conflicts where appropriate, 
while keeping the individual program elements intact. 'The private sector can contnl>ute 
by supporting the objectives of this Initiative and supplying the labor, tools. and 
ingenuity necessary to preserve the integrity of our national information. The National 
Cyber Initiative represents a reasonable first step in a broader effort that should proceed. 
even as it must be continually refined and improved. 
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(U//fooo) Introduction: A National Crisis Warrants a National Initiative 

~Our nation is under attack - not a direct assault on our formidable military and 
strategic forces, but an ongoing and insidious series of attacks on our automated 
information systems and networks. Some of these attacks are quite visible (if anyone 
knows where to look), but some are deliberately stealthy, and therefore may not be 
detected until well after the fact - if at all. Some attacks are merely nuisances (the digital 
equivalent of graffiti). but some may have the potential for creating quite serious damage 
(facilitating espionage, spreading terror and confusion, or disabling our ability to respond 
militarily in any organi7.ed fashion). 

(U//FCruo) For the past several years, the Intelligence Science Board (ISB) has advised 
the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) and the Intelligence Community (IC) at large 
on issues pertaining to cybersecurity [I, 2, 3)~ privacy and security [4, 5), public-private 
partnerships for intellisence [6, 7], and ways to sustain our national abilities in science 
and technology [7, 8, 9]. We have sought to draw attention to a wide variety of critical 
wlnerabilities for our nation - again including cybenecurity - and have issued repeated 
calls for a national-level response. 

(U/IFCruo) In January 2008 Congress asked the ISB to review the strategy and plans for 
the National Cyber Initiative [10] and to comment on the technical feasibility and 
challenges of the current approach. The ISB formed a small task force of four members 
who, over a period of three weeks, read through the available documentation and 
interviewed selected government officials regarding the intent behind the plan. This 
report constitutes the ISB's quick-response technical assessment of the National Cyber 
Initiative. Given our prior explorations into this broad topic area, our remarks are 
primarily stratesic-level comments about the technical challenges of this endeavor, 
including potential extensions to the overall Initiative as developed so far. 

~ The ISB notes that many of the issues and concerns raised in our earlier reports 
have been taken to heart iii shaping the National Cyber Initiative. In particular, the plan 
provides a forum for national leadership in this complex area.. It also includes specific 
objectives to "raise the bar" of entry for would-be cyber-interlopers into federal cyber 
systems and to strengthen the security of our claimified networks. 

(U//FOOO) While a segment of government and private industry bas always concerned 
itself with cyberaecurity, both a broader base of stakeholders and more focused 
examination of the national implications of cyber threat have emerged in recent years. 
The Federal Government has commissioned several other major studies to address some 
of our most challenging cyber issues. They include the Defense Science Board (DSB) 
studies on microcbip supply and software assurance (11, 12), the Committee for National 
Security Systems {CNSS) study on supply chain threats [13], and the United States 
Telecommunications Infrastructure (USTI) study on telecommunications inftastructure 
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security [14]. The ISB notes that these studies informed and influenced the National 
Cyber Initiative plan, and we encourage planners to continue to leverage the studies' 
many actionable recommendations and the cadre of subject matte.- experts who supponed 
them. 

(U/ifooo) The ISB agrees with the overall approach put forward in the Initiative, but 
wishes to highlight a few key concepts in this report. The ISB understands that 
cyberspace represents the premiere battlespace for future conflict,. and that the thrust of 
future cyber warfare will not be limited to our military and the Defense Department. In 
future cyber conflict, all our computer systems and digital data (public and private) will 
be potential targets of attack (possibly simultaneous and possibly strategically 
coordinated attack). The ISB applauds the DNI's attempts to establish this Initiative and 
encourages the IC to continue along the paths laid out We offer the following additional 
strategic comments to Congress, the President, and the nation about this critical endeavor. 

(Ul/fouO) We Need a Truly National Approach 

(U/JF'Ou(>) The ISB notes that while the National Cyber Initiative purports to be a 
national plan, it is, in fact, primarily a.federal plan aimed at strengthening the cyber 
defenses of the Federal Government. The ISB ~that federal defenses do indeed 
need strengthening and do rep1esent a primary target for adversarial attack. However, no 
segment of our national society is immune to cyber attack, and no segment of our society 
can solve this problem alone. The overalJ problem requires a national solution that 
involves not only the Federal Government but also state and local governments, the 
private sector. and the public at Jarse. This Initiative must pursue a successful 
partnership strategy to engage all of these participants in a mutually beneficial 
relationship, with the Fedetal Government playing a leadership role in orchestrating 
efforts for our common defense. 
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(U//FOoo) While the ISB strongly encourages the Federal Government to proceed with 
the National Cyber Initiative. we also encourage the Congress. the President, and others 
to remember that this Initiative is just the start of a far broader effort. The government 
must keep cybersecurity at the forefront of national attention and not lapse into the 
comfortable belief that launching the National Cyber Initiative equates to solving the 
problem. 

(U//f&vO) Extensive Cooperation and Participation Are Essential 

(U//F"l>t:Jo) The ISB notes that the plan expressed in the National Cyber Initiative 
emphasizes Federal Government roles and responsibilities. The issues addressed by this 
Initiative, however, are fundamental to the continued ability of any organization - public 
or private - to perform its intended mission. We cannot afford to let partisan politics or 
bureaucratic competition weaken our resolve to address this issue of common concern. 

(U/~) All sectors DlLllt devote extensive effort to improving our postW"e against 
cyber attack. While the government must assign leadership roles and operational 
responsibilities to particular individuals and organi7.8lions, the overall job is too 
important to our continued national well-being to mtrust to any single organimion, 
branch of government., or segment of our society. 

(U//FOoo) The ISB applauds the DNI for turning the IC's collective attention to the \ 
challenges of cyber wlnerabilities. We further encourage the CoogreM to fully engage 
with the Administration in helping to ~ guide, and monitor our national efforts. 

(U/JF'oup) Mission Assurance Is at Stake I (b )( 1 J ~ 
(U//F'OtJo) Digital automation and information systems permeate every aspect of 
modem life, from health care delivery to human social program administration. from 
communications to commerce, ftom manufacturing to marketing, from transportation to 
teleworking, ftom agriculture to aeronautics and space, from education to entertainment, 
from legislation to law enforcement, and from diplomacy to defense. The pull of 
automation is irresistible, and the efficiencies demanded by global competition are 
irreversible. It would be difficult to think of an enterprise activity whose mission is not 
profoundly intertwined with information and communications technologies. 
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~ The ISB has previously recommended that enterprises in the National Security 
Community develop contingency plans for continuing mission-critical operations in the 
event that their data on supporting computer systems and networks are compromised or 
otherwise rendered unavailable. We note that while some organiwions in the public 
sector already have in pJace methods for preserving the continuity of mission-criticaJ 
operations, this advice appJies equally wen to all enterprises (pubJic and private, large 
and smaU) across our society. Broader work, beyond the rurrent scope of the Cyber 
Initiative, is needed to establish requirements, approaches, and expectations for mission 
assurance. 

(U/IFGuO} Complex National Issues Demand a Comprehensive and 
Complex Response 

~ The National Cyber Initiative comprises some tweJve sub-goals or initiatives. Each 
of these sub-initiatives was crafted to address a particuJar aspect of the overall national 
need. Yet aitical interrelationships among the sub-initiatives cannot be ignored. 

(U/~) To heJp decision--makers cope with the details of such an enonnous 
undertaking, the overaJJ description of the Initiative bas been broken into specific 
programmatic chunks. Such division between topics, however, may Jead to separate 
assessment of the individual components or even piecemeal funding of components that 
are either more readiJy understood or more clearly expressed than the others. Congress 
can counteract this by assessing the complexities of overlapping Jaws and competing 
equities of the overa11 program and remediating conflicts where appropriate, while 
keeping the individual program elements intact. 

(U/tFouO) The ISB cautions that while serious oversight is required, the first priority 
must be actually to launch the overall program. We expect the program to grow and 
evolve as it matures and gains momentum. AgiJity in program management and direction 
will be essential as we learn as a nation how to proceed with this Initiative. 

(UllfouO) The Long War of Cyber Conflict Requires a Strategic View 

~ Cyber warfare should be viewed as yet another "Jong war" in which no "silver 
bullet" can bring victory. For as long as our society relies on automated information 
technology (IT) we wiJI be wlnerable to adversaries' attempts to subvert or attack it. 
Like it or not. this paradigm of cyber conflict applies to all sectors over the long term. 
But we are not totally defenseless. We do have methods for improving our cybersecurity, 
as well as a commercial industry that provides cybersecurity information. tools, and 
products. Both the private and public sectors have deveJoped best practices - practices 
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that must continually be improved and rigorously applied to address a continually 
evolving threat. 

(U//Fooo) A critical issue identified in the National Cyber Initiative is the ongoing 
need to develop and maintain a competent and knowledgeable cybersecurity workforce. 
As stated in the Education sub-initiative. a large pool of workers with cybersecurity skills 
will be essential to staying ahead of the competition in the continual .. arms race" of 
attack-and-defend in cyberspace. This workforce cannot be outsourced to another 
country. Therefore, as the National Academy of Sciences pointed out (15], the United 
States must nurture and sustain the next generation of cyber workers. 

~ The ISB notes that the Education sub-initiative is primarily aimed at improving the 
cybersecurity skill levels of our national workforce. While we agree with this goal. we 
also suggest that the nation should undertake a broader national educational initiative to 
make all our citizens and corporations more aware of the extent of the cybe.- threat and of 
the need to follow safer computing practices diligently. 

(Ul/FOOO) Effective Implementation Will Demand an Effective Assessment 
of Trade Spaces ~,(b_)_( 1-) ---~ 
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(UllFC>uQ) Macro~Level Metrics for Measuring Risk Are Also Needed 

(U/IF(ru:Q} The ISB is pleased to see that the plan includes some indication of 
performance measures (metrics). While these measures apply largely at the sub-initiative 
level, they focus initially on measuring steps talrA!n as opposed to measuring progress 
made. We would expect that the DNI will develop more robust perfonnance measures 
during the initial phases of the program. 

(UJ/FouQ) Particularly Challenging Areas Warrant Closer Attention 
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collaboration and cooperation across organizational boundaries - among Federal 
agencies, between the Federal Government and state or local government entities, 
between the public and private sectors, and among potentially competing private sector 
enterprises - will pose enormous challenges. 
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~ Beyond the ability to find and identify cyber intrusions, being able to i.n-efutably 
attribute those intrusions to specific individuals, orgaoimtions, or nations will be critical 
to enforcing any serious policy on deterrence. Simply observing the event will usually 
not suffice to identify the actor - especially a sophisticated actor. The nation will need to 
employ and link additional sources of intelligence to connect events, actors. and intent in 
any compelling way. Doing so rapidly during a live event may require substantial 
preparation and advanced work. 

(U/~) The ISB stresses the importance of sustaining a robust cybersecurity 
research and development program - a program that is well integrated with ongoing 
operational efforts to deploy current security technology. The ISB applauds the 
individual efforts of the Community's cybersecurity research managers and encourages 
them to extend their efforts to integrate the research community for more effective 
collaboration. 

(Ul/FouO) Fostering a National Transformation Requires Broad 
Cooperation 

(Ul/FbuO) Transforming an enterprise (let alone a nation) is a long and complicated 
process. 'The National Cyber Initiative represents an attempt to launch such a 
transformation - a critically needed transformation in our internal culture and traditional 
ways of doing business. The global playing field has changed. and the United Stales no 
longer controls the fields of IT and telecommunications. Irreversible trends in the 
globalization of IT research, design. manufacturing. and services demand that we adapt 
our business practices to reflect the realities of the 21• century. 

~ The ISB is encouraged by the objectives of the Initiative to build bridges between 
offense and defense, between national security and civil agencies, and between the public 
and private sectors. We understand that completing such bridges (let alone traversing 
them) will not be easy and that pressures will grow to slide back to business as usual. 
The Administration can contribute to meeting the Initiative's goals by keeping the prime 
objective (mission assurance) at the forefront of the national consciousness. Congress 
can contribute by assessing the complexities of overlapping laws and competing equities 
and remediating conflicts where appropriate. The private sector am contribute by 
supporting the objectives of this Initiative and supplying the Jabor and tools and ingenuity 
necessary to preserve the integrity of our national information. 

~ The government must continue to debate how best to tackle the challenges inherent 
in the Initiative, but there should be no debate on whether to act. Our nation is in peril. 
The National Cyber Initiative represents a reasonable beginning in a broader effort that 
should ~ even as it must be continually refined and improved. 
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TASKING 

June 9, 2006 

MEMORANDUM TO: Dr. Anthony Oettinger, Chairman, Intelligence Science 
Board (ISB) 

FROM: Dr. Eric Haseltine, Associate Director of National 
Intelligence for Science and Technology 

I request the ISB undertake an analysis of trends in science and technology 
diffusion that threaten US superiority in S&T areas critical to the IC. As 
globalization spurs competition from foreign countries and erodes US 
predominance, it offers opportunities for new collection paradigms and places 
new requirements on US technology investment strategies. The IC's response to 
this growing challenge must be designed to match the pace of this growing global 
threat. 

Particular attention should be paid to the pace of foreign efforts to compete 
across a broad spectrum of critical science and technology areas. The ISB should 
recommend actions to be taken by the DNI that ensure the IC moves efficiently 
and rapidly to both provide the community with competitive S&T tools for 
technical collection, technology that supports human collection, and the ability to 
assess the near and far term threat from the use of these capabilities against the 
us. 

This is a rapidly evolving threat enhanced by the US participation, at every level, 
in the global marketplace. Accordingly I request the ISB respond within four 
months with analysis of this growing threat and recommended actions for the 
DNI to chart a course of action that is consistent with the pace of the threat. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

"Without the kind of intelligence which the CORONA program provided, 
the U.S. budget for the defense of our own territory, and for military 
assistance to our allies, would doubtless have been increased by billions." 
Worse, "We might have misguidedly been pressured into a World War 
111."1 

BACKGROUND 

During the decades of the cold war U.S. science and technology (S&T) 
indisputably led the world and served as an essential enabler for the 
intelligence and military forces required to support our strategy of 
deterrence and containment. The world has changed significantly since 
then: deterrence and containment are tangential to the problems posed by 
terrorism and radical Islam, but intelligence and the other instruments of 
national power have not yet found the right alternative. The effort 
reported here focuses on one piece of this complex issue: the impact on 
the Intelligence Community of the new global S&T landscape. 

Many studies have addressed the current and projected state of U.S. 
S&T compared to the rest of the world. An exhaustive report by the 
National Academy of Sciences, The Gathering Storm,2 analyzes all aspects 
of U.S. research and development (R&D), from education to innovation 
and implementation. The Gathering Storm concludes that the United 
States still possesses the world's strongest science and engineering 
enterprise, but that other nations, both developed and developing, are 
challenging our preeminence. The rate at which the rest of the world is 
expanding its efforts to close the gap significantly exceeds our efforts to 
maintain that gap. That the United States probably continues to 
dominate in some or most traditional areas of S&T tends to mask the 
"rate of closure" and to obscure the near certainty that in some very 
important areas we will soon lose our historic lead. This also calls into 

1 Kenneth E. Greer, "CORONA" (recently declassified version of 1973 report), in CIA History Staff, 
CORONA: America's First Satellite Program (Washington, DC: Center for the Study of Intelligence, 
Central Intelligence Agency, 1995), 38. 
2 National Academy of Sciences, Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century: 
An Agenda for American Science and Technology, Rising Above the Gathering Stonn: Energizing and 
Employing America for a Brighter Economic Future (Washington, DC: National Academy of Sciences, 
2006) [hereafter cited as Gathering Stonn]. 
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question whether "ahead" and "behind" even remain useful ways of 
viewing this subject and whether the United States can identify and 
adopt new ways to accommodate that reality. 

While the overall effect of a declining S&T position on the United 
States remains the subject of debate, there can be no debate concerning its 
enormous impact on the Intelligence Community. Not only does it affect 
the Community's mission to develop new science-based tools that can 
meet dramatically changed collection needs, but it also makes it more 
likely that our adversaries can employ the very same-or perhaps even 
more advanced-S&T available to the United States. Today's collection 
and analysis needs, no longer driven by a policy of deterrence and 
containment, and the asymmetric capabilities of adversaries who are not 
necessarily nation-states, require an entirely new approach to increasing 
the contribution of S&T to the intelligence enterprise. Neither the 
Intelligence Community nor the S&T establishment has put forth viable 
strategies for accomplishing this change. 

One of the principal enablers of the rapid worldwide diffusion of S&T 
is the ubiquitous Internet, combined with broadband access. It has been 
stated that the Internet is to the 2151 century what the airplane was to the 
20th century; except that it moves information rather than people and 
things and is available to anyone, anywhere at little or no cost. 
Information "processed" by people can lead to knowledge, which in turn 
can lead to applications enabling, for example, the incredible capabilities 
that our adversaries have exploited and used to further the goals of 
radical Islam. One of the greatest challenges facing the IC is to target, 
collect against, and assess such disruptive applications before they 
appear. 

The changing nature of funding for U.S. R&D, from government to 
industry, poses a further complication for the Intelligence Community, as 
does the need for multinational collaboration to support research on such 
potentially disruptive capabilities as nanotechnology, life sciences 
including biotechnology, high-speed computing and telecommunications, 
quantum computing, and others. The government now has far less 
control than before over the problems addressed, the selection of 
personnel to perform the work, and the locations where the work is 
carried out, and less knowledge than ever before of what work is actually 
being done. Moreover, anyone, anywhere, can "log on" to see the results 
of the latest worldwide S&T investments. 
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This concern extends beyond "high technology," such as satellites and 
stealth. It encompasses a fundamentally changed mission and the 
associated, entirely new collection and analysis needs. The terrorist 
threat resembles a metastasized cancer that has spread through the world 
body. Just as early detection and new medical advances for locating, 
differentiating, and destroying cancer cells without collateral damage to 
critical organs are the tools for defeating cancer, precisely targeted 
intelligence represents the best way to combat spreading terrorism. 
Collection and aggregation of granular data provide the key to both 
tactical and strategic intelligence products and activities that can enable 
the intelligence profession to accomplish its new missions. The necessary 
granularity may reside more in the world of "open source" information 
than it does in the classified realm. Thus, increasing the synergy between 
the Intelligence Community and the worldwide community of scientists 
and technologists has become imperative. 

The forces and trends involved extend well beyond the scope of the 
Intelligence Science Board (ISB). However, the ISB's responsibilities 
include generating transformational ideas focused on the Intelligence 
Community. This report addresses ideas previously suggested and 
recommends some newer approaches. 

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In a recent series of addresses the Director of National Intelligence 
(DNI) announced plans to form an R&D program for the Intelligence 
Community that draws upon the lessons learned from the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). We enthusiastically 
support the iARP A concept, but urge the DNI to establish the program 
in a manner that maximizes the probability of success. The right to fail, 
professional technical management, and adequate resources of both staff 
and money gave DARPA the chance to succeed. These same elements
especially the right to fail, availability of resources, and the time to try and 
try again- are the key ingredients of successful human intelligence 
(HUMIN1). Unless they are also key elements of an S&T effort that will 
enable the new HUMINT we now so desperately require, iARP A cannot 
succeed. More specifically, if iARPA simply combines existing 
programs, all of which lack adequate staffing and finances, it will 
maximize the probability of failure, not success. That legacy would 
have agonizing consequences. 
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As recommended by The Gathering Storm in connection with an ARP A 
program for the Department of Energy, the Intelligence Community's 
iARP A program will need a rotational staff. We recommend that half of 
this staff come from the private scientific community and half from the 
Intelligence Community. Staff assignments should last no less than two 
years or more than four years. This constant infusion of new talent and 
new ideas would yield obvious benefits to the Intelligence Community. 
Like DARPA, iARP A should also be a multilevel security program. 

Finally, and just as critical, we urge the DNI to exercise his 
reallocation authorities and ensure that iARP A is funded at a minimum 
of double the level of the existing organizations that are being 
transferred into this new program. This would make discretionary 
funding available for new ideas and for longer term programs,3 and avert 
poaching on programs already underway. Without this level of funding, 
without the expectation that failures will outnumber successes, and 
without an integrated mix of talented personnel from within and outside 
the Intelligence Community who are experienced across collection and 
analysis, the new enterprise will simply replicate what already exists: do 
what we have always done, get what we have always gotten. 

If the Intelligence Community is to compete and perform its 
expanded mission it must take risks, assess those risks, and continually 
measure their impact. We cannot continue to keep the best and 
brightest in limbo until they receive their highest level clearance and 
then put them into the electronic isolation-like atmosphere of the 
current Intelligence Community organizations. It is remarkable how 
many people in the community recognize this and how many people 
are unable to do anything about it. We strongly urge the DNI to 
mandate changes in current business practices that inhibit the hiring and 
effective use of the best and brightest analysts, collectors, and linguists, 
especially at the entry level. Heroic efforts have begun, but 
transformation- not evolution-is needed. When accepted for 
employment candidates should be put to work in a multilevel security 
environment that permits them to contribute immediately and- most 
important-allows them to use the information technology tools available 
to the rest of the world. 

The current system uses intermediaries who collect, synthesize, and 
feed their own conclusions to those who write assessments. That 

3 Recall that in the CORONA program launch after launch-eleven in all by May 1, 1960, eight of which 
carried cameras--resulted in failure. The only variation was in the cause. 
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approach lowers the quality of assessments and fails to empower 
analysts with fundamental understanding of the subjects for which 
they are responsible. 

The new global environment can confer certain advantages: there are 
probably more Americans now employed in multinational corporations 
in foreign and domestic companies than ever before. The Intelligence 
Community needs a better way to collect from them. Because the range is 
so great, and the talent within the Intelligence Community available to 
exploit these opportunities so overextended, we must first "triage" those 
areas where new, innovative, and direct interaction by analysts would 
likely have greatest impact against the highest priority target areas. 
Thereafter, traditional collectors and analysts together must find new 
ways to ensure the most effective and direct interaction with this 
important source of S&T insight outside the United States. Similarly, 
Intelligence Community analysts cannot directly access existing 
collaboration networks that include foreign experts- government, 
academic, and retired. We must change the rules and permit our analysts 
to participate, either openly or anonymously, if they are truly to 
understand other cultures and their uses of S&T. 

Much of what we recommend involves change, but change implies 
risk. More than ever in the past, pervasive risk aversion severely hobbles 
innovation in the Intelligence Community. The dramatic change in the 
nature of the threat and the potential adversaries we face compounds this 
problem to critical levels. Unless the Intelligence Community leadership 
can break through and create a realistic risk management approach to 
such issues as increasing direct analyst involvement in the most 
important areas of private sector S&T expertise, the Intelligence 
Community will have wasted its efforts. Leadership is the answer, and 
that leadership, that "permission" to take measured risk, must come 
from the DNI. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, numerous reports have sounded the alarm regarding 
U.S. competitiveness in science and technology (S&l). According to the 
United States Commission on National Security /2tst Century: 

Americans are living off the economic and security benefits of the last 
three generations' investment in science and education, but we are now 
consuming capital. Our systems of basic scientific research and education are 
in serious crisis, while other countries are redoubling their efforts. In the next 
quarter century, we will likely see ourselves surpassed, and in relative 
decline, unless we make a conscious national commitment to maintain our 
edge. We also face unprecedented opportunity. The world is entering an era 
of dramatic progress in bioscience and materials science as well as 
information technology and scientific instrumentation. Brought together and 
accelerated by nanoscience, these rapidly developing research fields will 
transform our understanding of the world and our capacity to manipulate it. 

The United States can remain the world's technological leader if it 
makes the commitment to do so. But the U.S. government has seriously 
underfunded basic scientific research in recent years. The quality of the U.S. 
education system, too, has fallen behind those of scores of other nations. This 
has occurred at a time when vastly more Americans will have to understand 
and work competently with science and math on a daily basis. 

In this Commission's view, the inadequacies of our systems of research 
and education pose a greater threat to U.S. national security over the next 
quarter century than any potential conventional war that we might imagine. 
American national leadership must understand these deficiencies as threats 
to national security. If we do not invest heavily and wisely in rebuilding 
these two core strengths, America will be incapable of maintaining its global 
position long into the 21st century.4 

This report by the Intelligence Science Board analyzes the challenges 
this altered S& T landscape presents for the Intelligence Community (IC). 
It focuses on several key questions: 

• How does this change affect the way the United States employs 
S&T to meet its national security goals? 

4 The United States Commission on National Security for the 21st Century, Road Map for National 
Security: Imperative for Change (Washington, DC, February 15, 2001), ix. 
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• How can the United States understand how others may employ 
S&T to our disadvantage? 

• What does this altered landscape offer that the United States 
can exploit? 

• How can the IC transform to meet this challenge? 

In the next section we review broad-based indicators of the changing 
competitive landscape in general. Section 3 discusses some implications 
of this shift, with particular focus on particularly critical technologies, 
especially those being developed openly and collaboratively worldwide. 
In Section 4 we draw some conclusions from this background and then 
offer recommendations for beginning the process of adjusting to this new 
world. The Appendixes provide a more detailed description of 
worldwide S&T today and the trends for the future. 
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2. THE ALTERED LANDSCAPE 

2.1 U.S. FUNDING FOR R&D 

U.S. research and development (R&D) spending overall grew to 
$319.7 billion in 2005, growing 2.5 percent from 2004. It is projected that 
the 2006 data will show continued growth to $328.9 billion, largely due to 
investments by the business sector.s But while spending has continued to 
increase, the sources of funding and type of research conducted have 
shifted. Private industry funding for R&D overtook federal spending in 
1979(Figure1). The federal share of R&D funding fell to a low of 24.9 
percent in 2000, and then rebounded to a projected 29.9 percent as the 
business sector entered a slowdown and federal spending expanded, 
particularly in the areas of defense, health, and counterterrorism.6 

However, more recent budget figures indicate that funding for federal 
R&D in the FY2006 budget, after adjusting for inflation, would decline for 
the first time since 1996. 
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Figure 1. U.S. R&D Spending by Funding Sector: 1953-2004 

5 "2005 R&D Funding Forecast," R&D Magazine, January 2005, F3; "2006 R&D Funding Forecast," 
R&D Magazine, January 2006, F3. 
6 National Science Board, &ience and Engineering Indicators 2006, Volume 1 (Washington, DC: 
National Science Foundation, February 23, 2006), 4-5, http://www.National Science 
Board.gov/statistics/seind06/ 
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1bis development has significant implications for advancing R&D. In 
essence, it has meant that control over the types of research conducted 
has moved to the private sector. Because federal and industry funds tend 
to be used for different types of R&D, this shift between business and 
federal spending has meant a decline in the basic research and a 
concomitant increase in shorter-term, more applied research (Figure 2). 
Moreover, the government now has far less control than before over the 
problems addressed, the selection of personnel to perform the work, and 
the locations where the work is carried out, and less knowledge than ever 
before of what work is actually being done. Anyone, anywhere, can "log 
on" to see the results of the latest worldwide S&T investments. 

U.S. Basic Research by Funding Source, 1991- 2004 
Expenditures in billions of constant 2005 dollars 
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Figure 2. U.S. Basic Research by Funding Source 1991-2004 

Most basic research7 is funded by the federal government and is 
performed at universities and colleges. The majority of the support-59 
percent- went to the life sciences, while the shares devoted to 
engineering and the physical sciences declined. The primary increases in 
recent years occurred in biomedical research conducted by the National 

7 Basic research is work "undertaken to gain knowledge and understanding of the fundamental aspects of 
nature." Congressional Research Service [CRS], Science and Technology Policy: Jssue.s for the JO'}'lt 
Congre.ss (Washington, DC, February 2006, updated September I , 2006), I . 
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Institutes of Health (NIH). However, in the FY2006 budget, most of the 
growth was attributable to increases in defense weapons systems and the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration' s human space 
exploration technology program.s However, basic research has declined 
as a proportion of federal funding. 

Academic institutions have become increasingly reliant on federal 
funds for supporting their research programs. This becomes significant 
in view of the characteristics of the faculty members who actually 
conduct the research, many of whom are foreign born (see Section 2.2.2). 

Purely developmental activities directed toward the creation of new 
goods, services, and processes are primarily funded by industry and 
constitute the majority of industry R&D spending (Figure 3). Thus, as 
support for U.S. R&D has shifted from federal funds to industry funds, 
the amount of money spent on long-term basic research has remained 
relatively flat, while spending on short-term developmental projects has 
increased substantially. In 2003, over one-third of all industry-funded 
R&D was concentrated in the computer and electronic products industry 
and computer-related service companies.9 

8 Ibid., 2. 

Trends In U.S. Industry R&D, 1991-2004 
Ellpendhurn In blHlons of constant 2005 dollars 
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Figure 3. Trends in U.S. Industry R&D, 1991-2004 

9 National Science Board, supra, 4-5. 
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2.2 GLOBAL TRENDS 

Meanwhile, foreign investment in R&D has been growing at a greater 
pace than U.S. R&D. The National Academy of Sciences Committee on 
Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century stated in their 
report that "having reviewed the trends in the United States and abroad, 
the committee is deeply concerned that the scientific and technical 
building blocks of our economic leadership are eroding at a time when 
many other nations are gathering strength."10 Others have suggested that 
the problem is not so much that the United States is in decline but rather 
that others 

... are advancing quickly from behind, putting all their economic 
resources into moving their countries forward. The problem is that even if 
the United States were doing everything right, the world still poses an 
unprecedented competitive challenge. Unfortunately we are not doing 
everything right, and this compounds the challenges that we face.n 

Statistics for Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD) and nonmember economies show that the 1995-2003 average 
annual growth rate of 17.1 percent for eight non-OECD members 
contrasted sharply with the 5.6 percent annual growth for OECD 
members (Figure 4). 

Industry is also increasingly looking beyond national borders as it 
decides where to locate R&D activities. Foreign-owned companies and 
foreign-born inventors now account for nearly half of U.S. patents.12 The 
global nature of S&T markets is also reflected in the rising number of 
corporate international alliances devoted to joint R&D or technology 
development. The number of new international alliances rose from under 
100 in 1980 to 342 early in the twenty-first century. These multinational 
corporations and organizations compete against or even overshadow 
national entities and interests, which can result in the blurring of 
distinctions between government and commercial goals.13 Moreover, 
existing mechanisms to identify foreign membership, control, or 

w Gathering Storm, 2. 
11 2005 Report to Congress of the United States-China Economic and Security Review Commission 
[hereafter cited as China Commission] (Washington, DC, November 2005), citing testimony of William 
Archey, 94, http://www.uscc.gov/annual report/2005/05annual report contents.htm 
12 National Summit on Competitiveness, Statement: "Investing in U.S. Innovation," December 6, 2005, 1, 
http://www.mep.nist.gov/competitiveness-innovation.pdf. 
13 Counterintelligence in a Time of Rapid Change: The Impact of Technology and Globalization, June 26, 
2006. 
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influence over U.S. firms whose work is vital to U.S. defense and 
intelligence systems have proven inadequate to keep up with the rapid 
changes in ownership, control, and influence.14 
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Figure 4. R&D Expenditures of Selected Regions and Countries, 199~2003 

Europe remains the single largest location of overseas R&D 
expenditures, but R&D expenditures in Asia by U.S.-based multinationals 
more than doubled to about $3.5 billion in the region. This increase was 
fueled primarily by steep investment growth in China and the Asia-8 
economies.15 

Average annual increases in R&D investment from 1991-2003 ranged 
from 4 percent to 5 percent for the United States, EU-25, and Japan. 
These contrasted sharply with the 17 percent average annual growth for 
China, and this rate is accelerating: for the past five years, China's R&D 
expenditures have registered 24 percent average annual increases. Even 
if more fully comparable Chinese figures reduced the growth statistics 

14 U.S. Government Accountability Office [GAO], Industrial Security-DOD Cannot Ensure Its Oversight 
of Contractors under Foreign Influence Is Sufficient, GAO Report GA0-05-681 (Washington, DC, July 
2005), http://www.gao.gov/new .items/d0568 l .pdf 
15 NSF, Science and Engineering Indicators. 1006, 0-5. 
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somewhat, such a rapid advance in comparison to the leading R&D
performing countries and regions would still be unprecedented in recent 
history. 

The increase in spending is complemented by the growth in China's 
industrial research workforce, which expanded from 16 percent of the 
size of its U.S. counterpart in 1991to42 percent in little more than a 
decade.16 The United States-China Economic Security and Review 
Commission (China Commission) found that 

Science and technology (S&T) development is the centerpiece of 
China's comprehensive strategy to build national power. As a result, the 
Chinese government has a comprehensive, coordinated strategy for S&T 
development, which it began to implement in the mid 1980s with the 863 
program. This strategy translates into government policies to encourage 
growth and investment in key industries, among which are software and 
integrated circuit industries. Such policies include foreign investment 
incentives, tax incentives, government subsidies, technology standards, 
industrial regulations, and incentives for talented Chinese students studying 
and working overseas to return to China. Many of these policies make it 
difficult, if not impossible, to achieve a level playing field in this area of U.S.
China trade and jeopardize long-term U.S. leadership in this vital sphere.17 

The Commission noted further that, "Attracting U.S. and other 
investment into China has been an important component of this strategy, 
particularly where transfers of technology and know-how have 
accompanied this investment."18 

New industrial technology alliances worldwide reached an all-time 
peak in 2003. In addition, many high-tech companies have begun to 
locate major research installations outside the United States. Most 
notable is the dramatic increase in foreign investment in China: by mid-
2004 the Chinese government had registered over 600 such facilities, 
many belonging to large, U.S.-based multinationals.19 In 2003 China cited 
a Fortune survey showing that over 92 percent of multinational 
corporations will consider setting up regional headquarters in China in 
the future.20 

16 National Science Board, supra, 0-6. 
17 China Commission, supra, 86. 
18 Ibid., 85. 
19 Richard Freeman, "Does Globalization of the Scientific/Engineering Workforce Threaten U.S. 
Economic Leadership?," Working Paper 11457, National Bureau of Economic Research, June 2005, 9. 
20 http://au.china-embassy.org/engtjmhz/t46221.httn 
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By contrast, the share of R&D sites based in the United States and in 
Western Europe has fallen over the last 10 years. Data about plans over 
the next three years for current R&D networks of surveyed companies 
reveal that almost all of the planned growth in foreign R&D will be in 
China and India,21 which are about to overtake Western Europe as the 
most important locations where U.S. companies conduct foreign R&D. 

Mere growth in sites does not tell the whole story, however. In China, 
a low-cost skill base is coupled with companies' need for market and 
customer access, which suggests that companies are focusing less on large 
innovation gains in China than in India or Eastern Europe. Overall, 
foreign sites were found to be more likely 11 to focus on specific areas of 
expertise within the development process" and on customizing products 
for local markets. Indeed, the primary reason that companies cited for 
opening or increasing the size of new sites in China was to be closer to 
their customers. 22 

The China Commission found that the sophistication of the 
technology developed and produced by China is increasing at an 
unexpectedly rapid pace, and cautioned that China's approach to this 
development includes 11 aggressive use of industrial espionage."23 It 
reports that China is using its large network of overseas researchers and 
students to acquire confidential scientific and technological information 
from foreign companies (see Section 2.2), and cites David Szady, the 
former chief of FBI counterintelligence operations, as saying that Chinese 
espionage efforts have helped the country attain technological 
developments that would normally take ten years but are only taking 
China two or three. Szady alleges that China's industrial espionage 
focuses on systems, materials, and designs and on 11 going after both the 
private sector, the industrial complexes, as well as the colleges and 
universities in collecting scientific developments that they need."24 At the 
same time, the globalization and growth of multinational corporations 
and organizations is blurring the distinction between government and 

21 China Commission, supra. 
22 Ibid., 6, 9. 
23 Ibid., 87. The Commission noted that as a result U.S. companies are taking some precautions with 
respect to their China operations. For example, it said Intel has not built a fabrication plant in China 
because it feared that it would lead to a transfer of proprietary information on its chip designs and also on 
the design and management of its manufacturing process. Id., citing Fred Vogelstein, "How Intel Got 
Inside," Fortune, October 4, 2004, 127. 
24 Ibid., 93, citing Damian McElroy, "China Aims Spy Network at Trade Secrets in Europe," The 
Telegraph, July 3, 2005. 
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commerce, making it difficult to distinguish between foreign-based 
corporate spying and state-sponsored espionage. 25 

The China Commission also noted that China is making significant 
progress in developing indigenous firms that have global brand 
recognition, reputations for producing quality products, and leading
edge R&D programs. China's growth strategy also involves developing 
different technology standards, which may act as a significant market 
access barrier to products made outside China.26 Another commentator 
stated that Chinese leaders view science and technology as "a kind of 
warfare." China's progress "on the technology front" is seen as intimately 
connected to the global strategic balance.27 

Assessing the actual level of technological development in China is 
difficult and subject to dispute. U.S. government assessments of China 
have traditionally assumed that China's technological development lags 
far behind that of the United States. While conceding that China has 
made "high-level breakthroughs" in nanotechnology, computer chip and 
semiconductor design, satellites, and supercomputing, "the federal 
government does not currently produce an assessment of the implications 
of these advancements for China's technological development as a whole 
or their application specifically to China's military advancement."28 The 
China Commission pointed out that neither current National Intelligence 
Estimates on China nor the Department of Defense's (DoD's) annual 
report to Congress on China's military power contain an assessment of 
China's technological development.29 The National Science Foundation 
(NSF) measures such development through various indicators such as the 
number of patents granted, the amount of funds U.S. parent companies 
invest in R&D affiliates in China, domestic gross expenditures for R&D, 
the number of science and engineering (S&E) degrees issued, and the 
percentage of high-technology exports. NSF concludes that, with the 
exception of the S&E degrees indicator, China's technological 
development is low relative to that of Malaysia, Taiwan, and South 
Korea. However, the rate of growth for these indicators in recent years is 
prompting the NSF to update its data on China. By contrast, a Korean 

25 Counterintelligence in the Time of Rapid Change: The Impact of Technology and Globalization, June 
26, 2006. 
26 China Commission, supra, 90. 
27 Evan Feigenbaum, China's Technowarriors (Stanford, CA: University Press 2003), 1. 
28 China Commission, supra, 96. 
29 Id. 
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government assessment places China's technological development only 
2.1 years behind Korea and 7.0 years behind the United States.30 

Academic R&D has seen robust growth in many countries, as 
governments try to stimulate basic research capability and to connect 
universities with industry for the efficient exploitation of research results. 
The United States and the EU-25(including10 new member countries) 
have been spending similar amounts for academic R&D, $41 to $44 billion 
in 2003. Such spending remains less prominent in Asia, where R&D 
tends to focus more on applied research and especially on development. 
China has experienced the most rapid growth in its spending for 
academic R&D, but the academic sector plays a relatively small role 
(about 10 percent) in China's R&D system. 

2.3. £DUCA 710N OF 5CJEN71STS AND ENGINEERS 

2.3.1 Worldwide Trends 

Like the industrial sector, the education sector is becoming 
increasingly globalized. Today foreign students earn 30 percent of the 
doctoral degrees awarded in the United States and 38 percent of those in 
the United Kingdom. In the United States, 20 percent of newly hired 
professors in science and engineering (S&E) are foreign born, while the 
vast majority of newly hired faculty at the top research universities in 
China received their graduate education abroad.31 

The number of first university degrees32 awarded around the world is 
rising rapidly, from about 6.4millionin1997 to 8.7 million in 2002. 
Among these, the largest proportion of these degrees are in S&E, but the 
share of S&E degrees in the United States (just under one-third) is lower 
than in other countries, as is the share of U.S. degrees in natural sciences 
and engineering (NS&E)-S&E degrees not including the social sciences 
and psychology. These statistics have held fairly steady over the years. 
They also reflect world trends: in 1997, an average of 44 percent of all 

30 Ibid., citing Michael Pillsbury research and RAND report. 
31 Richard Levin, "Universities Branch Out: From Their Student Bodies to Their Research Practices, 
Universities Are Becoming More Global," Newsweek, August 21, 2006. 
32 According to the U.S. Department of Education's Institute for Education Sciences, "A bachelor's degree 
in the United States, the first university degree is typically of medium length (three to five years duration 
in the international classification). In Germany it is called the Diplom, in Italy the Laurea, and is generally 
a long degree (five to six years duration in the international classification)." See 
http://nces.ed.gov/surveys/intemational/Intllndicators/glossary.asp 
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degrees awarded in other countries were in S&E, but that number fell to 
38 percent in 2002. Similarly, the share of NS&E degrees in countries 
other than the United States declined from 30 percent to 27 percent. 

The education of young people in NS&E has become increasingly 
important for many governments as they try to build more knowledge
intensive economies, and statistics vary widely for first university 
degrees in NS&E. The United States, with just under 6 percent, ranks 
32nd out of the 90 countries for which data are available. China and 
India have low ratios (1.6 and 1.0, respectively), due to low overall rates 
of access to higher education in those countries, but China is strongly 
trending upward as production of S&E degrees in China doubled and 
engineering degrees tripled over the past two decades.3334 

The number of S&E doctorates internationally has also increased. In 
recent years most S&E doctorates (78 percent in 2002) were granted 
outside the United States. Approximately one-third of the engineering 
doctorates were awarded in Asia, where numbers are probably 
understated because of incomplete reporting. In 2002 the United States 
produced only 15 percent of the world's engineering doctorates, but even 
then students on temporary visas earned more than half of these degrees. 

2.3.2 Foreign-Born Scientists and Engineers 

The influx to the United States of scientists and engineers from other 
countries accelerated in the 1990s, and the number of foreign-born 
individuals holding U.S. S&E jobs increased sharply. By 2000, this share 
had increased from 14 percent to 22 percent (Figure 5). More than half of 
the engineers holding doctorates and 45 percent of doctorate holders in 
the physical sciences, computer sciences, and life sciences were foreign 
born: one-third of them coming from India, China, and the Philippines. 
Among doctorate holders, those from China and India alone comprised 
one-third of the total. 

33 National Science Board, supra, 0-12. 
34 Ibid., 12-13. 
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Figure 5. Share of Foreign-Born Scientists and Engineers in U.S. S&E Occupations, 1999-2000 

Foreign students earned one-third of U.S. S&E doctorates and 55 
percent of engineering doctorates, whereas the number of S&E 
doctorates earned by U.S. white males dropped sharply. The production 
of U.S. S&E doctorates since 1990 rose from 23,800 to a record 28,800 in 
1998 before dropping to 26,900 in 2003. The overall number was strongly 
driven by the number of foreign students. Each year between 6,800 and 
8,700 doctorates were awarded to students holding temporary visas: in 
2003 these students earned one-third of the total number of doctorates, 
more than half of those in engineering, 44 percent of those in mathematics 
and computer science, and 35 percent of those in the physical sciences.35 

Changes in U.S. visa policies after September 11, 2001, affected the 
flow of foreign-born scientists and engineers into the United States. The 
number of high-skill-related visas issued annually to students, exchange 
visitors, and others decreased sharply after September 11. Foreign 

35 The number of U.S. Asian students is inflated by the conversion of large numbers of Chinese students 
with temporary visas to permanent status under the 1992 Chinese Student Protection Act. 
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student visas are now recovering but remain down by one-fifth since 
2001, while other high-skill visa categories are showing upward trends.36 

Despite the recent downturns, foreign students earned one-third of 
U.S. S&E doctorates and 55 percent of engineering doctorates. In 2003 
students holding temporary visas earned one-third of the total number of 
doctorates, more than half of the engineering doctorates, 44 percent of the 
mathematics and computer science doctorates, and 35 percent of the 
physical science doctorates.37 Moreover, a growing number of graduate 
students, doctorate holders, and postdoctoral fellows chose to remain in 
the country for further study or work. Through 2003, 53 percent of the 
1993 doctorate recipients were working in the United States in 1997 and 
61 percent of the 1998 cohort had also remained in the country. 

This influx of students and S&E professionals from Asia to the United 
States may not continue, especially since other countries are creating 
immigrant-friendly policies for those with advanced S&E degrees. Asian 
nations that have been the source of two-thirds of foreign doctoral 
candidates in the United States are now developing their own S&T 
infrastructures. 

New approaches to conducting academic research across international 
borders may represent an even more interesting development. For 
example, a Chinese professor at Yale runs a research center focused on 
genetics of human disease at his alma mater, Shanghai's Fudan 
University, in collaboration with faculty from both schools. The Shanghai 
Center has 95 employees and graduate students working in a large 
laboratory facility. Yale faculty, postdoctoral fellows, and graduate 
students visit often and attend videoconference seminars with scientists 
from both campuses. The Yale-based laboratory is more productive due 
to the lower costs of conducting research in China, and Chinese graduate 
students, postdoctoral fellows, and faculty receive on-the-job training 
from a world class scientist and his U.S. team.38 

36 National Science Board, supra, 0-17. 
37 Ibid., p. O-l>-16. 
38 Levin, supra. 
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2.4 WORLDWIDE ACCESS TO INFORMATION 

2.4.1 Broadband Access 

The rapid expansion of broadband access, combined with the 
ubiquitous Internet, is the great enabler that extends the ability to collect 
and share information around the world in mere seconds. As of the first 
quarter 2006 the United States still led in total number of broadband 
subscribers with over 48 million. China was in second place with over 41 
million, and Japan was in third place with 23 million subscribers. If the 
growth in the number of subscribers continues at its current rate, China is 
expected to pass the United States sometime next year, although this 
growth rate has slowed significantly in the past two quarters. Despite 
these current figures, however, China still lags the United States 
significantly in household penetration, with only 8.62 percent of 
households having Internet access. 

Broadband access via cellular/ mobile networks promises to increase 
the number of broadband subscribers. Although second-generation (2G) 
cellular/mobile networks are able to provide data connectivity equivalent 
to slow dial-up links, they are not sufficient to provide truly mobile 
broadband wireless access. Third-generation (3G) mobile networks and 
"2.SG" enhancements for existing networks are adequate to provide 
packet-based communications that can reach broadband speeds of 200 
kbps or better.39 High-speed downlink packet access (HSPDA), also 
known as 3.SG, will require only incremental upgrading as opposed to 
replacement costs of other new technologies.40 

3G mobile data services are currently available in major metropolitan 
areas in Europe, Asia, and the United States, and the next versions of 3G 
technologies are likely to achieve "widespread metropolitan coverage" by 
the end of 2007. Because voice revenues are declining, companies are 
looking to data services to offset these lower earnings. As a result, they 
are motivated to invest heavily in their networks and improve the 
available services.41 

39 Burton Group, "Mobile Broadband Wireless Access: Make It Quick," (Midvale, UT, November 30, 
2005), 4-5. 
40 CNET Asia, April 24, 2006. 
41 Paul DeBeasi, "Mobile Data Services: So Many Choices, So Little Time," telebriefing, Burton Group 
(Midvale, UT, July 2006). 
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Even newer technologies are expected to fuel the expansion of 
broadband access into increasingly remote areas. One such technology, 
WiMax (also known as fourth-generation wireless or 4G), is expected to 
provide broadband access in rural areas not currently served by hardwire 
access.42 This technology has received recent boosts from industry 
investment, although it may face a significant cost challenge from 3.SG 
technology in locations that have already invested in 3G infrastructure. 
Some question whether 4G technology will succeed, given the expense of 
building such wireless networks and the relative cheapness of fixed-line 
access. But other countries are investing heavily, notably Japan, where 
the government has made leadership in 4G "a national goal" and is 
investing millions of dollars in research. 

The primary demand may come from countries where this technology 
will be the first to offer broadband access to remote areas rather than 
replacing existing technology. One source has indicated that the IEEE 
802.16 2004 version of WiMax "is being adopted by carriers in developing 
countries as their primary means for providing broadband services, by 
competitive carriers globally to penetrate new markets, and by large 
incumbent carriers to extend their broadband networks into rural 
areas."43 A further effort that will push broadband access to more remote 
areas is the development of a ·windup laptop that will cost only $100 to 
manufacture. This machine will only be sold to governments in 
developing countries for distribution to their nation's children.44 

2.4.2 Cellular Telephones 

The significant increase in mobile telephone penetration around the 
world parallels the rapid expansion of broadband and its supporting 
networks. The greatest impact of cell phone growth is being seen in 
countries where landlines were never installed in significant regions and 
where installing them would be prohibitively expensive.45 As of 
December 2005, more than 2 billion people had cell phones. It is 
estimated that there will be 3 billion cell phone users worldwide by end 
of 2008; China alone is expected to reach the 600 million mark by 2009. 

42 WiMax stands for Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access and is based on IEEE 802.16e. 
43 "Broadband Strategies for the Fixed Market," report abstract, June 1, 2006, available at 
www.marketresearch.com/map/prod/13003 73 .html 
44 "$100-laptop Created for the World's Poorest Countries," NewScientist.com News Service, November 
17, 2005, http://www.newscientisttech.com/channel/tech/dn8338-1 OOlaptop-created-for-worlds-poorest
countries.html 
45 "Mobile Phone Proliferates, A Hallmark of New India," New York Times, September 15, 2006, C-4. 
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Despite the rapidly changing nature of the cellular telephone industry, 
R&D spending by the telecommunications giants fell between 2000 and 
2004, the latest year for which data were available. The drop in spending 
by these companies is expected to continue at least through 2006. 

Despite the falling R&D spending cell phones can now provide an 
increasing number of services that extend well beyond voice 
communication, to include text messaging, FM radio reception, satellite 
positioning, and video recording. 46 These new devices are at the 
intersection of three key industries: communications devices, computers, 
and consumer electronics, and are the best-selling devices in all three of 
these categories. 

Traditionally a few vertically integrated companies such as Nokia, 
Motorola, and Ericsson dominated the industry. In recent years barriers 
to entry have fallen, resulting in a completely new industry structure that 
involves many smaller firms, many of which design as well as build 
handsets. The largest of these original design manufacturers (ODMs) are 
located in Taiwan, China, and South Korea. The rise of ODMs has meant 
that, for example, Motorola and Sony Ericsson outsource 35 percent of 
their manufacturing and no longer design their own radio chips.47 

2.4.3 Internet Standards 

Standards for Internet use are also undergoing change. The next 
generation of the Internet Protocol, IPv6, is gaining momentum in South 
Asia and will be supported in Windows Vista. The new protocol will 
provide a greater supply of Internet addresses, improved configuration 
capabilities, mandatory support for IP security and quality of service, and 
simpler merging of networks. At a meeting of the Open Source 
Intelligence Forum in October 2006, Major General (ret.) Dale Meyerrose, 
chief information officer of the Office of the Director of National 
Intelligence (ODNI), stated that "the DoD and ODNI published a joint 
strategy to move to Internet Protocol version 6 in June. Additionally, 
Defense modified a number of its contracts, specifically those around net
centric services, so ODNI could use them more easily."48 

Although operators in Asia have been ordered to support 1Pv6, U.S. 
IT managers have not acted to adopt the standard. Some have suggested 

46 "Battling for the Palm of Your Hand," The Economist, April 29, 2004. 
47 Id. 
48 Jason Miller, "Intel IT Is Coming Together," Washington Technology, October 20, 2006. 
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San Diego. Huawei has little transparency in its governance and 
ownership structure, but clear ties to the Chinese government and 
military, with significant Chinese government funding/ credit. 

Huawei has seen significant growth in market share in many critical 
areas of the Internet and telecommunications. The company reaches over 
100 countries, works with 28 of the top 50 telecommunications operators, 
and services over one billion subscribers (Figure 6). A report by Heavy 
Reading, a market research firm,SO found that Huawei ranked eighth 
among wireline-equipment suppliers, up from 18th last year (Cisco 
ranked first). Most strikingly, Huawei ranked fourth in service and 
support. The report calls Huawei' s ascendancy "astounding" and says it 
has already surpassed several established vendors in perceived market 
leadership. Table 1, taken from the report, illustrates the extraordinary 
impact that Huawei already exerts on the market. 
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Figure 6. Huawei Revenues 

Huawei' s regional presence includes 39 Sub-Saharan countries, and 
offices in 13 Asia-Pacific countries and 11 Latin American countries. 
Huawei is the largest CDMA total solutions provider in the Middle East 
and the North Africa region, and has a North American subsidiary, 
FutureWei, located in Plano, Texas. 

so Scott Clavenna. Remade in China: Huawei and the Future of the Global Telecom Market. Summary 
available on line at 
http://www.heavvreading.com/details.asp?sku id=l 160&skuitem itemid=939&promo code=&aff code= 
&next url=%2Fdefault.3SJ>%3F 
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Table 1. Huawei's Market Presence 

Service Penetration 

Wireless Terminal • Product sales grew over 100% in 2005 . 

• Markets data cards for cell phones and other wireless equipment 
via Vodaphone. 

• Markets handsets in Europe, Latin America, and Asia via 
partnershios with Vodaohone, Tata, and other e<iuioment makers. 

Wireless Network • Mobile service product market share has doubled in each of past 
three years. 

• Reaches 140 million subscribers worldwide via partnerships with 
22 of top 50 mobile carriers, including Vodaphone, Orange Group 
(France Telecom), and Royal KPN (Netherlands). 

• Largest global soft switch equipment supplier, servicing over 50 
million subscribers in 40 countries. 

• Develooin2 TD-SCDMA with Siemens . 
Fixed Network • Largest NGN provider in the global VoIP market, with 29.3% 

market share in terms of port shipments (Dittberner, 3Q05). 

• Largest provider in the global IP DSLAM market, with 32% 
market share (Infonetics, 3Q05). 

• Largest provider in global MSAN market, with 32.3% market 
share in terms of port shipments (Infonetics, 3Q05). 

• Second largest provider in the global DSLAM market, with 16.9% 
market share. 

• Products being adopted by many carriers in Western Europe . 
Optical Network • Largest provider in global long-haul DWDM market, with 15.9% 

market share. 

• Second largest provider in the global optical network market, with 
10.3% market share. 

• Emerging as a mainstream equipment vendor to major carriers in 
Asia and Western Europe. 

• Currently expanding into Russia, Brazil, Romania, and Saudi 
Arabia. 

Data Communications • Products deployed in 91 countries, including UK. Germany, Spain, 
Russia, Singapore, and South Korea. 

• Third largest provider in global carrier Ethernet switch/router 
market, with 7% market share (after Cisco, 53%; Alcatel, 19%; and 
Lucent 5%) (2006). 

Source: 
http://www.heavvreading.com/details.asp?sku id=l 160&skuitem itemid=939&promo code=&aff code= 
&next ur1=%2Fdefault.asp%3F 
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3. IMPLICATIONS: CHALLENGES AND 0PPORTUNmES 

The National Security/21st Century Commission's stress on 
communicating the scale and pace of change has been borne out by 
extraordinary developments in science and technology since the Phase I 
report appeared. 

• The mapping of the human genome was completed. 

• A functioning quantum computing device was invented. 

• Organic and inorganic material was mated at the molecular 
level for the first time. 

• Basic mechanisms of the aging process have been understood 
at the genetic level. 

Any one of these developments would have qualified as a "breakthrough 
of the decade" a quarter century ago, but they all happened within the 
past eighteen months (as of October 2006). This suggests the possible 
advent of a period of change whose scale will often astound us. 

The key factor driving change in the U.S. national security 
environment over the next 25 years will be the acceleration of scientific 
discovery and its technological applications, and the uneven human 
social and psychological capacity to harness them. Synergistic 
developments in information technology, materials science, 
biotechnology, and nanotechnology will almost certainly transform 
human tools more dramatically and rapidly than at any time in human 
history. 

3.1 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

The internationalization of both scientific research and its commercial 
development will have a significant impact on the United States' ability 
to harness S&T for the advancement of national security. U.S. strategy 
must create a balance between two key aims. The strategy must seek 
ways to reap the benefits of a more integrated world in order to extend 
freedom, security, and prosperity for all people. At the same time, it 
must strive to dampen the forces of global instability so that those 
benefits can endure and spread. 
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The Department of Defense has come to rely on the private sector for 
certain technology developments, while the private sector is moving offshore 
much of its industrial and technology production and some of its technology 
design and research and development. This is taking place concurrently with 
China's growing position at the center of the technology supply chain, raising 
the prospect of future U.S. dependence on China for certain items critical to 
the U.S. defense industry as well as vital to continued economic leadership.st 

For example, the DoD's "trusted" and "assured" supply of high
performance microchips is in jeopardy due to the restructuring of the U.S. 
commercial integrated circuit industry, which has moved operations 
offshore to Taiwan, Singapore, and China.52 Other leading U.S. science 
and engineering institutions are following suit: even the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology has established an outpost in China. 

The rapid global expansion and technical convergence of digital 
communication systems means there will be widespread deployment of 
advanced technologies that allow almost any player- not only national 
intelligence services-to communicate relatively securely. This also 
increases the possibility that U.S. operations may be discovered and 
compromised, while new technologies such as commercial encryption, 
VoIP applications, or advanced monitoring and intercept systems permit 
heightened internal defenses against U.S. collection efforts.53 Because 
industry now dominates R&D so strongly, these new tools and 
technologies are entering the global consumer market before the 
Intelligence Community can fully appreciate and/ or compensate for their 
intelligence and counter-intelligence impact.54 

The length of time required to exploit particular U.S. innovations is 
also shortening significantly. Joint ventures, partnerships, and foreign
owned U.S.-based subsidiaries can offer foreign interests easier access to 
sensitive U.S. technology and information. As rapidly as the United 
States develops and installs new tools to protect borders, weapons, data, 
or intelligence, our adversaries are developing new ways to defeat them 
or to use them for their own purposes.ss 

Globalization thus complicates efforts to ensure that critical national 
security and defense equipment and software are built, maintained, and 

51 China Commission, supra, 85. 
52 Ibid., 97. 
53 Id. 
54 Id. 
55 Id. 
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supported by appropriately vetted and cleared U.S. firms and personnel. 
As economic and political pressures drive the U.S. government and U.S. 
firms to take on foreign partners or outsource work to foreign firms it is 
becoming more difficult to control access to sensitive information. At the 
same time, however, globalization offers opportunities if the Intelligence 
Community can exploit it and technological competition to provide new 
possibilities for recruiting sources, collaborating with researchers to 
prevent technological surprise, and working judiciously with close 
partners to leverage scarce resources and intelligence to achieve common 
goals.56 

3.1.1 Disruptive Innovations 

Certain innovations have the potential to alter fundamentally the way 
the Intelligence Community and its partners operate around the globe. 
These innovations will have broad implications, from accelerating 
information transfer to affecting the ability to operate in secret to altering 
the balances of economic and political power. To build a strategy to deal 
with these innovations, the Intelligence Community must understand the 
U.S. position in each of these fields and how these impacts may play out. 

A study by RAND for the National Intelligence Council attempted to 
address the feasibility of many of these innovations. Table 2 lays out the 
conclusions. The letter "G" in parentheses after the item indicates that 
these items are expected to have a global impact. 

56 Counterintelligence in the Time of Rapid Change: The Impact of Technology and Globalization, June 
26, 2006. 
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Table 2. Technical and Implementation Feasibility of Illustrative 2020 Technology Applications 
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3.1.1.1 Nanotechnology 

One field of particular interest is nanotechnology, which" ... touches 
upon a broad array of disciplines, including chemistry, biology, physics, 
computational science, and engineering. Like information technology, 
nanotechnology has the potential to impact virtually every industry, from 
aerospace and energy to healthcare and agriculture."57 

In 2005, worldwide spending for nanotechnology across all sectors 
totaled $9.5 billion, up 10 percent from 2004. Virtually every country that 
provides financial support for science and technology R&D has a 
nanotechnology initiative. Of the $4.6 billion spent by governments on 
nanotechnology R&D in 2004, the United States led in absolute terms, but 
Asia as a whole now spends as much on nanotechnology as the United 
States does. The trends incontrovertibly show significant increases in 
spending by all nations, particularly since 2000. 

Roughly two-thirds of U.S. federal funding for the National 
Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) flows to university researchers.58 
Although these programs may have a significant impact on the future of 
nanotechnology in the United States, that impact is not easily captured in 
traditional government/industry spending measures. 

In reality, however, U.S. government spending is not keeping up with 
opportunities. The current administration's FY 2006 budget proposed a 
decrease in funding from the level of support provided by Congress in FY 
2005.59 The 2007 budget request is also less than the estimated 2006 
spending. Thus, the U.S. figures over the next few years may show a 
decline, while foreign spending is expected to continue to rise. 
Researchers reported in 2005 that NSF received 48 proposals in its most 
recent solicitation for Nanoscale Science and Engineering Centers, but 
could fund only 6. 60 

Just as is true of overall S&T expenditures, the private sector, not 
government, accounts for the majority of nanotechnology spending in the 

57 President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology [PCAST], The National Nanotechnology 
Initiative at Five Year.Y: Assessments and Recommendations of the National Nanotechnology Advisory 
Panel (Washington, DC, May 2005), 5. 
58 Neal Lane and Thomas Kalil, "The National Nanotechnology Initiative: Present at the Creation," Issues 
in Science and Technology, Summer 2005, http://www.issues.org/21.4/lane.html 
59 Id. 
60 Id. 
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United States. The majority of corporate spending on nanotechnology 
R&D worldwide also occurred in the United States. A 2005 study 
identified approximately 600 companies in the United States or with 
significant U.S. operations that are engaged in nanotechnology R&D, 
manufacture, sale, and/ or use. 

While the United States spends more on an absolute basis for 
nanotech research than any other country, when spending levels are 
adjusted for purchasing power parity, the per capita spending in the 
United States is only fourth in the world.61 In addition, some countries 
that the United States considers strategic threats, such as Iran, have 
nanotechnology programs. Experts agree that the trends indicate a 
"steady erosion" in the United States' lead in nanotechnology. Moreover, 
although other nations may not be spending as much as the United States 
overall, they are choosing to concentrate their efforts in particular sectors 
to make significant advances in those sectors more quickly. For example, 
as of 2005 it was reported that China had 3,000 researchers engaged in 
nanotechnology related programs and over 800 companies working in the 
nanotechnology field, and is concentrating strongly on development of 
nanomaterials. Chinese researchers are now publishing more research 
papers on nanotechnology, although one source suggests that the United 
States still has over 50 percent of the annual high-impact publications. 

Sean Murdock, the executive director of the Nano Business Alliance, 
testified in June 2005 that currently the United States is leading the world 
in nanoscience, but the "lead is narrow and we face stiff and accelerating 
competition." He further argued that nanotechnology "will be a game 
changing technology" and is likely "to be the engine of innovation for the 
next fifty years." At the same hearing, Matthew Nordan of Lux Research, 
Inc., testified that while the United States leads the world in 
nanotechnology today "its position is tenuous." The President's Council 
of Advisors on Science and Technology reported in May 2005 that the 
trends in investment, publications, and patents all show a "steady 
erosion" in the United States' lead in nanotechnology. 

Between 2001and2004 the U.S. share of global government spending 
on nanotechnology has dropped, even though the actual spending 
doubled from $465 million to $960 million (Figure 7). Although the 
United States spends more on an absolute basis for nanotech research 
than any other country, it is falling behind Asian countries on a relative 
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basis. The $130 million in estimated government spending on nanotech 
in China equaled $611 million when adjusted for purchasing power 
parity-38 percent of U.S. expenditures. This placed China second, 
ahead of Japan and Germany. In addition, some countries that the 
United States considers strategic threats, such as Iran, have nanotech 
programs. 

Figure 7. U.S. Share of Global Government Investment Is Declining 

China recently promulgated its first standards related to 
nanotechnology and is currently seeking to develop a complete set of 
standards to be adopted by the International Standards Organization and 
thus shape the future of nanotechnological development. The United 
States, Japan, and some European countries are working on their own set 
of standards to try to create an alternative framework for the future 
direction of nanotechnology. 

Some nanotech industry leaders express concern that China's lax 
enforcement of intellectual property rights makes competition with China 
difficult, if not impossible. Chinese manufacturers are stressing their 
ability to deliver products identical to those of U.S. and European 
companies at prices 15-20 percent lower. Because they generally refuse 
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to identify their production processes, some suspect that they are using 
Western patent filings "like recipe books."62 

3.1.1.2 Biotechnology 

The development of biotechnology around the world is likely to be 
very uneven. For example, while Asian countries appear poised to move 
toward use of genetically modified foods and organisms, concerns over 
ethical issues and environmental risks are likely to pose a barrier to 
similar developments in the European Union.63 The impossibility of 
containing knowledge within country borders as a result of the increasing 
flow of information, people, and resources means that cautious countries 
cannot control the actions of less cautious countries and/ or entities. The 
emergence of significant private-sector investment around the globe for 
research in the areas of stem cells and cloning exemplifies this dilemma. 

3.1.1.3 Quantum Computing 

The Centre for Quantum Computation, a combined initiative by 
Cambridge and Oxford Universities, lists nearly 100 separate quantum 
computing research programs in universities, private industry, and 
international consortia in Asia, Europe, Asia, North America, Oceania, 
and South America. These program are developing the research 
foundations for this critical technology and sharing the results 
worldwide. The university programs attract and train the best students 
regardless of country of origin. 

By contrast, many of the U.S. programs have the objective and 
maintaining the U.S. lead in this very competitive area. The openness 
and collaborative style of the research necessary to make advances are of 
critical importance to the IC, yet the U.S. programs lack these 
characteristics. 

3.1.2 Observations 

In its 2006 report The Global Technology Revolution 2020, In-Depth 
Analyses, which it prepared for the National Intelligence Council, the 
RAND Corporation reported that it saw "no indication that the 

63 Richard Silberglitt, et al., The Global Technology Revolution 2020, In-Depth Analyses (Santa Monica, 
Calif.: The RAND Corporation, 2006). 
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accelerated pace of technology development is abating, and neither is the 
trend toward multidisciplinarity nor the increasingly integrated nature of 
technology applications." RAND also noted that many of the 
technological applications are controversial and that political 
considerations may affect their development in various countries. For 
example, countries show varying concerns regarding genetically 
modifying crops, genetically modifying insects, genetic screening for 
humans, gene therapy, and genetic selection of offspring. Other 
applications of technology have significant implications for privacy and 
personal freedom. Examples of these would be pervasive sensors, some 
uses of radio frequency identification (RFID) implants to track and/ or 
identify individuals, chip implants in brains, and biometrics as the central 
means of personal identification. 

The report notes that, in light of the 

... accelerating pace of technology development and the rapid improvement 
of capacity to acquire and implement [technological applications] (TA) in 
emerging economies, maintaining country position in relative capacity to 
implement T As will require continuing efforts to ensure that, for example, 
laws, public opinion, investment in R&D, and education and literacy are 
drivers for, and not barriers to, technology implementation. In addition, 
infrastructure needed for desired T As must be built, supported, and 
maintained. 64 

It should also be noted that the United States cannot control the ethical, 
political, and/ or economic environments in other countries that affect 
decisions regarding whether to invest in particular technologies. Thus, 
innovations that raise ethical, environmental, or political concerns for the 
United States may be developed in environments that do not share U.S. 
views. The growing dependence of U.S. academic institutions on federal 
research funds, coupled with the large proportion of foreign-born 
students and faculty members, raises additional questions. 

3.2 INFORMAITON ACCESS 

In the Internet age, information technologies may be used to empower 
communities and advance individual freedoms, but they can also 
empower political movements led by charismatic leaders with irrational 
premises and anti-democratic goals. Such men and women in the 21st 
century will be less constrained than those of the 20th by national 
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boundaries, and less dependent on gaining large industrial capabilities to 
wreak havoc. For example, for an investment of as little as $50,000 a few 
people may manage to produce and spread a genetically altered 
pathogen with the potential to kill millions of people in a matter of 
months. Clearly, the threshold for small groups or even individuals to 
inflict massive damage on those they consider their enemies is falling 
dramatically. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 CONCLUSIONS 

We have led the world for decades, and we continue to do so in many 
research fields today. But the world is changing rapidly, and our advantages 
are no longer unique.65 

The situations and trends summarized above, and described in greater 
detail in the Appendixes to this report, strongly support the conclusion 
that the forces of globalization and rapid access to information 
worldwide have profoundly changed the environment in which the IC 
must operate. They may significantly reduce the advantage the IC has 
enjoyed as the result of decades of U.S. dominance in S&T, and at the 
same time extend the development and benefits of leading-edge S&T to 
countries and actors inimical to U.S. interests. Not surprisingly, 
considerable informed debate surrounds the implications of this 21st 
century phenomenon and whether the diffusion of potentially important 
advances in S&T ultimately benefits or harms the United States. In the 
intelligence domain, however, we conclude unequivocally that this 
altered landscape threatens the S&T preeminence that the IC has relied 
upon-perhaps too complacently-since the formation of the modem 
Intelligence Community with the National Security Act of 1947. To 
safeguard U.S. national security, the IC must make fundamental changes 
in the way it operates within today's world of complex threats and 
potentially disruptive and revolutionary advances in S&T. 

The IC must greatly improve its ability to assess the impact of S&T 
developments on the countries and non-state entities with which the 
United States competes, and over the full range of U.S. national security 
priorities. To do so, the IC must itself apply competitive S&T 
developments that enable collection and analysis in the broadest sense. 
Yet the IC is not taking full advantage of opportunities offered by the 
new, borderless world. For example, globalization means that more U.S. 
citizens, businesspersons, academics, and students than ever before are 
living or studying in foreign countries, or working for foreign-owned 
entities worldwide. There are more foreign-born people in with the 
United States with profound knowledge of the language and culture of 

65 Gathering Storm. 
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countries that the IC often can only read about. The IC needs to find 
better ways to tap both of these potential sources of information. 

Similarly, we find that the IC fails to take full advantage of the 
enablers of the unprecedented diffusion of S&T: the Internet and 
broadband access. At present, the primary elements of the IC provide 
their staff with workplaces and tools that are simply inadequate to keep 
pace with the dynamic world environment. 

We find that the "stovepipes" of S& T, analysis, and collection are, 
unfortunately, alive and well. Analysts task collectors for information 
they need. Collectors, in tum, use the tools at their disposal, including 
S&T enablers, to find what the analysts seek. This serial process is a relic 
of the Cold War that neither utilizes nor even recognizes the full scope of 
assets that S&T can and should provide, especially against the complex, 
"granular" threat that the IC confronts today. In the current 
environment, the IC must find and locate individuals who constantly 
move, delve into their motives and intentions, and understand far more 
about nations and non-nation state actors than it does now. It will take 
analysts, S&T experts, and collectors working together, not serially, to 
determine what S&T can offer to technical and human collectors and to 
analysts to meet IC needs. Just as important, only such a 
multidisciplinary team can recognize the limitations of current 
technology and determine the new S&T advances that the IC needs and 
should support. 

We recognize the difficulties of making significant changes -
transformational changes - in the IC: a set of widely disparate 
organizations whose successes are secret and whose failures are public. 
Change requires risk, and risk means accepting the possibility of such 
failures. Even so, many dedicated and innovative professionals recognize 
that the IC must break through the established stovepipe ways of doing 
business to a new, multidisciplinary model. They have kindled isolated 
"sparks" of change throughout the community. Unfortunately, we have 
every reason to believe that the forces of tradition will dominate and that 
those sparks will sputter and fade without encouragement by the highest 
level of leadership. 

The following recommendations were inspired by these creative 
"sparks." At the very least, the IC should institute some or all of them in 
an experimental fashion and evaluate their effectiveness in helping U.S. 
intelligenceto adapt better to today's challenging world. This cannot 
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occur in any meaningful way, or in a relevant timeframe, without the 
direct and active support of the Director of National Intelligence. 

4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The concept of a community S&T organization can be traced back to 
1999, when a report by the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory 
Board on the total inadequacy of IC S&T - both the development of 
technical systems and the analysis of technical intelligence - prompted a 
presidential directive to correct this deficiency. The directive led the IC to 
create the position of Chief Technology Officer and to provide 
community funds to establish what is now the Intelligence Technology 
Innovation Center (mC). The IC also initiated another community 
program, the Advanced Research and Development Activity, which has 
evolved into the Disruptive Technology Office (DTO). Both of these 
programs have enjoyed some measure of success, but progress has been 
evolutionary at best. The rate of change in the threat and the growth of 
worldwide competition in S&T clearly indicate the need for a greater, 
more unified effort. 

4.2.1 iARPA 

In a recent series of addresses the Director of National Intelligence 
(DNI) announced plans to form an R&D program for the IC that draws 
upon lessons learned from the Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (DARPA). The proposed iARPA would model itself on those 
characteristics of DARPA that apply to the IC. 

This concept is not new. In 1999, the ISB's predecessor organization, 
the Advanced Technology Panel (ATP), published a paper by Danny 
Hillis and Lionel Olmer that discussed such an initiative. The paper was 
written at the request of the Director of Central Intelligence in response to 
a Congressionally Directed Action that raised the issue of an IC research 
organization along the lines of DARPA-that is, an iARP A. While 
supporting the concept, the ATP noted: "Crucial for an !ARPA would be 
(a) enough money to do something good, (b) enough time to show 
success, (c) organizational independence, and (d) a strong director with 
technical stature." More recently, in a speech presented at the Woodrow 
Wilson International Center for Scholars in September 2006, the DNI 
noted that the National Academy of Sciences had proposed an emulation 
of DARPA for the Department of Energy, to be known as ARPA-E. The 
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National Academy recommendation stated that" ARPA-E would have a 
very small staff, perform no research itself, would tum over its staff every 
3-4 years, and would have the same personnel and contracting freedoms 
now granted to DARP A."66 The Academy also suggested that ARP A-E 
be an independent organization with its own office space and be led by a 
respected technical professional. 

During a recent ISB quarterly meeting centered on organizational 
issues for enterprise-level R&D organizations Dr. Frank Fernandez, 
former director of DARPA, commented on the unsuccessful attempt by 
the Department of Homeland Security to replicate DARPA. He noted 
that HS-ARPA, as it was called, could not hire staff, had no office space, 
and ran programs that lasted no longer than six months. By contrast, he 
identified three factors critical to the success of DARPA: the right staff 
and leaders, adequate resources, and top-level support, meaning 
Congressional backing. 

We enthusiastically endorse the iARP A concept, but urge the DNI 
to establish the program in a manner that maximizes the probability of 
success. The effort has strong support across the community, but only 
if it is carried out correctly. The right to fail, professional technical 
management, and adequate resources of both staff and money allowed 
DARPA to succeed. These same elements, combined with the time to try 
and try again, are the key ingredients of successful human intelligence 
(HUMIN1). Unless they are also key elements of an S&T effort that will 
enable the new HUMINT that the IC now so desperately needs, iARP A 
cannot succeed. More specifically, if iARP A simply combines existing 
programs, all of which lack adequate staffing and finances, it will 
maximize the probability of failure, not success. That legacy would 
have agonizing consequences. 

As the National Academy suggested for ARPA-E, we recommend that 
the iARPA program have a rotational staff, and that half of this staff come 
from the private scientific community and half from the IC. Staff 
assignments should last no less two years or more than four years. This 
constant infusion of new talent and new ideas would yield obvious 
benefits to the IC. Scientists on rotation to iARPA would learn what 
intelligence needs, and would remain valuable resources for the IC when 
they return to their home assignments. Just as critical, intelligence 
analysts on rotation to iARP A would gain a better understanding and 
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appreciation for the basic areas of S&T in which they must assess 
progress by other countries and the potential damage or disruption to our 
national security. 

Like DARPA, iARPA should be a multilevel security program that 
enables the use of modern IT tools. Current security restrictions and the 
lack of up-to-date equipment prevent many IC professionals from 
performing their tasks as quickly or as effectively as they might 
otherwise. 

Finally, and just as critical, we urge the DNI to exercise his 
reallocation authorities and ensure that iARP A is funded at a minimum 
of double the level of the existing organizations (ITIC and DTO) that 
are being transferred into this new program. This would make 
discretionary funding available for new ideas and for longer term 
programs,67 and avert poaching on programs already underway. 
Without this level of funding, without the expectation that failures will 
outnumber successes, and without an integrated mix of talented 
personnel from within and outside the IC who are experienced across 
collection and analysis, the new enterprise will simply replicate what 
already exists: do what we have always done, get what we have always 
gotten, achieve what we have always achieved. 

4.2.2 Remove Artificial Boundaries 

The current model, in which collection, S&T, and analysis are separate 
functions bounded and enforced by separate organizations, is wrong for 
today's problem set. Many within the IC recognize its shortcomings and 
are working at their own levels to address them. Yet the DNI' s own 
organization, with separate directorates for S&T, Collection, and 
Analysis, lends support to those who resist changing this Cold War 
holdover. Once again, the DNI should endorse by words and action the 
need for a more efficient system. 68 

We recommend that the DNI lead the effort to change the old 
organizational philosophy by restructuring the Office of the DNI to 
reflect a multidisciplinary approach. Numerous examples of ways to 

67 Recall that in the CORONA program launch after launch-eleven in all by May 1, 1960, eight of which 
carried cam~resulted in failure. The only variation was in the cause. 
68 Toyota learned this production approach in the late 1990s and now thrives as the once-dominant U.S. 
auto industry giants are in junk bond status. See James P. Womack, Daniel T. Jones, and Daniel Roos, 
The Machine That Changed the World: The Story of Lean Production (New York: Harper Collins, 1991). 
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achieve this have emerged from all levels of the community. We cannot 
cite the one best-or even good enough-method or identify what it 
would involve. We do, however, recommend that the IC initiate a 
number of "experiments" that will help lead the way and at the same 
time address key problem areas without causing serious disruption to the 
current organization. We assume that leaders within the DNl's three 
organizations already have significant interaction The goal would be to 
reflect that interaction in an organizational structure that would allow all 
IC professionals to share in this kind of collaborative working 
environment among and between the current stovepipes. 

4.2.3 Tap New Resources Resulting from Globalization 

We recommend that the DNI encourage the IC to recognize and take 
advantage of the resources that globalization offers. More U.S. citizens 
than at any previous time in history hold various positions in foreign and 
foreign-owned companies all over the world. Yet the IC still uses the 
collection approaches that were developed in decades past. Because 
these approaches rely strictly on trained intelligence professionals they 
are relatively safe (pose lower risk). However, they provide nowhere 
near the potential payoff that would allow IC professionals to gain better 
understanding not only of specific issues but also of the culture, interests, 
and intent of those whom we claim to understand in our formal 
assessments. Nothing can replace direct interaction (even virtual 
interaction across the Internet and collaboration sites) between these 
resources and the IC professional who must prepare the assessments. 

Similarly, we now have an unprecedented number of foreign students 
studying in our premier graduate schools, U.S. students studying abroad, 
and even foreign-born, naturalized U.S. citizens at work in high-tech 
companies both in the United States and overseas. The information they 
possess and their impressions of what S&T disciplines and developments 
are important to other nations, and what progress those nations are 
making, can prove critical to the IC. We recognize the possibility that 
such people may have divided loyalties, but the combined expertise of 
collectors, analysts, and S&T subject experts should enable the IC to 
identify reliable and knowledgeable sources. Again, direct interaction 
would prove essential, as opposed to the use of intermediaries who 
collect data and then finalize a report. 

We offer the following recommendations to help the IC take 
advantage of the new resources provided by globalization. 
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1. Allow IC professionals to participate directly in worldwide 
collaboration programs of interest. Taking this one step further, the DNI 
should sponsor such collaborative efforts. 

2. Allow IC professionals direct access to knowledgeable people 
involved in foreign or foreign-owned companies of interest, even if 
these people have no formal connection to the IC. By working in teams 
that combine expertise in collection, analysis, and S&T the IC 
professionals who make these contacts should break down some of the 
barriers to this type of direct relationship. For example, having an S&T 
expert from the IC interact with the private sector source would probably 
elicit more, and more useful, information than relying on a person who 
lacks specific S&T knowledge. 

It is essential that the IC adopt new approaches for interaction and 
collection against the most important areas of S&T without delay. Only a 
small, focused effort can ensure that this is done most effectively - that is, 
in areas where the benefit to our national security interests will be the 
highest-and in ways that do not jeopardize either ongoing sensitive 
activities or place our own secrets at risk. We recommend that the DNI 
direct a group of collectors, analysts, and S&T subject experts to identify 
several S&T areas especially likely to provide real insights into disruptive 
technologies, as well as areas where technologies of potential collection 
advantage to the U.S. IC might be found. On the basis of this 
information, interaction and investigation by collectors and analysts 
should identify those target foreign companies and the U.S. individuals 
on their staff who are most likely to have access to these technologies. 
With this as a focus, the DNI should oversee a new approach to 
interaction between IC experts- operators as well as analysts- and these 
key resources. This approach would allow for a full range of engagement 
with sources, from traditional agent recruitment by clandestine HUMINT 
operators to development of more nuanced, but nonetheless critical, 
relationships by IC analysts and other subject matter experts. 

4.2.4 Utilize the Talents of Those Awaiting Results of the Lengthy 
Clearance Process 

We offer the following recommendations to help the IC make better 
use of its full staff capabilities. 

1. Provide a means to make productive use of people selected for IC 
employment who are undergoing the seemingly endless security 
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investigation process. The IC should put these candidates to work in a 
multilevel security environment that permits them to contribute 
immediately, even if not at the level of the desired final clearance, and
most important-allows them to use the state-of-the-art IT tools available 
to the rest of the world. 

2. Provide a means to employ immediately those foreign-born, 
naturalized U.S. citizens whose clearance process may easily take years 
to complete-with the chance that they will never obtain more than 
collateral clearances. The IC desperately needs to tap their knowledge of 
the language and culture of their home countries and of groups of 
interest. The IC should create the appropriate unclassified or collateral
only environment and again provide them with modem IT tools. 

4.2.5 Accept and Encourage Risk Taking 

We recognize that much of what we recommend involves change and 
that, regrettably, pervasive risk aversion hobbles innovation in the IC 
more severely than ever in the past. The IC must be willing to confront 
not merely the risk, but the certainty, of different levels of failure inherent 
in what we suggest. Such failure often implies exposes, headlines, and 
finger-pointing that can shorten or end careers. This must be balanced 
against of the loss of life that could result from the current practice of 
taking little or no risk. The dramatic change in the nature of the threat 
and the potential adversaries we face compounds this problem to critical 
levels. 

Many organizations, private and government, now use risk 
assessment methodologies to quantify in some sense the level of risk 
associated with any actions taken. We recommend that the DNI sponsor 
a risk assessment approach that will provide some foundation for 
judging the risks associated with actions such as those we suggest, even 
if only in a relative sense. 

We have taken the approach of making our recommendations 
directly to the DNI. In almost all cases, only personal action by the 
DNI on those recommendations he approves can create the necessary 
impetus and organizational support that would allow them to succeed. 
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APPENDIX A.· RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

U.S. research and development (R&D) spending overall grew to$ 
319.7 billion in 2005, growing 2.5 percent from 2004. It is projected that 
the 2006 data will show continued growth to $328.9 billion, largely due to 
investments by the business sector. 69 

Although spending has continued to increase overall, the sources of 
funding and type of research conducted have shifted. Beginning in 
approximately 1979, private industry funding for R&D overtook federal 
spending (Figure A-1). 
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Figure A-1. U.S. R&D Spending by Funding Sector: 1953-2004 

The federal share of R&D funding fell to a low of 24. 9 percent in 2000. 
It then rebounded to a projected 29.9 percent as the business sector 
entered a slowdown and federal spending expanded, particularly in the 
areas of defense, health, and counterterrorism.70 In fact, three-quarters of 
the growth in the government R&D budget between 2001 and 2005 is 
attributable to defense R&D.71 However, more recent budget figures 

69 "2005 R&D Funding Forecast," R&D Magazine, January 2005, F3;"2006 R&D Funding Forecast," 
R&D Magazine, January 2006, F3. 
70 National Science Board, supra, 4-5. 
71 Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, OECD &ience, Technology and Industry 
Scoreboard 1005, Executive Summary, 
http://www.oecd.org/document/43/0,2340,en 2649 33703 35455595 1 1 1 LOO.html 
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indicate that funding for federal R&D in the FY2006 budget, after 
adjusting for inflation, would decline for the first time since 1996.72 

This development has significant implications for advancing R&D. In 
essence, it has meant that control over the types of research conducted 
has moved to the private sector. Because federal and industry funds tend 
to be used for different types of R&D, this shift between business and 
federal spending has had a significant impact on the allocation of moneys 
among the types of R&D. 

A.1 BASIC RESEARCH 

Most basic research73 is funded by the federal government and 
performed at universities and colleges (Figure A-2). Because the payoff 
for basic research is often long in coming, its results may be 
unmarketable, and rewards diffused among many users, the private 
sector is less likely to perform such research (Figure A-3). 

U.S. Basic Research by Funding Source, 1991· 2004 
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72 CRS, Science and Technology Policy, supra. 
73 Ibid., 1. 
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Figure A-3. Basic Research by Perfonning Sector, 2004 

Universities and colleges have benefited most from increased federal 
spending in the past five years (Figure A-4). Since 1990, inflation
adjusted academic R&D expenditures have almost doubled, driven by 
federal and institutional funds. These expenditures reached $40 billion in 
2003, the second-fastest growth of any U.S. R&D sector. The federal 
government supplied 62 percent of these funds, up from 59 percent in 
1990, reversing the long-declining share of federal dollars. The 
universities themselves provided an additional 19 percent. 

State government and industry support grew slowly: state 
government funding because of unfavorable budget conditions and 
industry funding because of retrenchment after the collapse of the 
dot.com industry. The share of academic research expenditures directed 
to the life sciences rose to 59 percent, whereas the shares of engineering 
and the physical sciences declined. 
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Federal RESEARCH by Performer, FY 1970·2005 
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Figure A-4. Federal Research by Performing Organization, FY 1970-2005 

Academic institutions have become increasingly reliant on federal 
funds for conducting their research (Figure A-5). Titis becomes 
significant in view of the characteristics of the faculty members who 
actually conduct the research, many of whom are foreign born. 
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Figure A-5. R&D at Colleges and Universities by Source of Funds 
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The subject areas of research funded by the federal government have 
also undergone significant changes in recent years, with the primary 
increases in recent years occurring in biomedical research conducted by 
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) (Figure A-6). However, in the 
FY2006 budget, after the 1 percent rescission, NIH funding in current 
dollars declined for the first time in 36 years. While total federal research 
funding was budgeted (pre-rescission) to increase to $135.7 billion, 
representing a 2.8 percent increase over FY2005 estimated funding levels, 
most of the growth was attributable to increases in defense weapons 
systems and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration' s 
human space exploration technology program. 74 
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Figure A-6. Trends In Federal Research, by Discipline, FY 1979-2004 

As recent events show, however, merely budgeting money for 
research does not mean that it will be spent. The Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) failed to spend $200 million in R&D money 
from past years, and the funds had to be rescinded. Lawmakers and 
recently retired Homeland Security officials have raised concerns that 
DHS's R&D effort is hampered by bureaucracy, lack of strategic planning, 
and failure to use money wisely. 75 

74 Ibid., 2. 
15 Associated Press, "Bush Sought to Cut $6 Million in Screening Technology," August 13, 2006. 
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Basic research has also declined as a proportion of federal funding. 
This is evident, for example, in the Department of Defense (DoD) budget, 
although the latest year's figures show some rebounding (Figure A-7). 
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Figure A-7. Expenditures in the 6.1 Portion of the DoD Budget 

A.2 DEVELOPMENT R&D 

Purely development activities that are directed toward the creation of 
new goods, services, and processes are primarily funded by industry and 
constitute the majority of industry R&D spending (Figure A-8). Thus, as 
support for U.S. R&D has shifted from federal funds to industry funds, 
the amount of money spent on long-term basic research using industry 
funds has remained relatively flat, while spending on short-term 
developmental projects has increased substantially. 

In 2003, over one-third of all industry-funded R&D was concentrated 
in the computer and electronic products industry and computer-related 
service companies.76 Former secretary of defense William Perry told the 
United States-China Economic and Security Review Commission ("China 
Commission") that 

... basic research, "i.e., research aimed at developing new technologies 
rather than developing new applications for existing technologies, is critical 
to generating future technological advances, but that nearly all R&D 

76 National Science Board, supra, 4-5. 
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currently undertaken by U.S. industry is focused on less risky product 
development involving existing technologies."77 

Trends In U.S. Industry R&D, 1991·2004 
Expendhures In bllllons of constant 2005 dollars 
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Figure A-8. Trends in U.S. Industry R&D, 1991-2004 

A.3 THE SHIFTING /NTERNA TIONAL LANDSCAPE 

The rest of the world has not remained idle while the U.S. landscape 
has changed. Indeed, the National Academy of Sciences Committee on 
Prospering in the Global Economy of the 2tst Century stated in their 
report that "having reviewed the trends in the United States and abroad, 
the committee is deeply concerned that the scientific and technical 
building blocks of our economic leadership are eroding at a time when 
many other nations are gathering strength."78 Others have suggested that 
the problem is not so much that the United States is in decline but rather 
that others 

... are advancing quickly from behind, putting all their economic resources 
into moving their countries forward. The problem is that even if the United 
States were doing everything right, the world still poses an unprecedented 

n China Commission, 95. 
78 Gathering Storm, 2. 
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competitive challenge. Unfortunately we are not doing everything right, and 
this compounds the challenges that we face.79 

Foreign investment in R&D has been growing at a greater pace than 
U.S. R&D. Statistics for Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) and nonmember economies show that 
(underestimated) worldwide R&D expenditures, unadjusted for inflation, 
rose from $377billionin1990 to $810 billion in 2003, the last year for 
which data were available (Figures A-9 and A-10). The OECD countries' 
share dropped from an estimated 93 percent to 84 percent of the total 
over the period; the calculation is based on the reported R&D 
expenditures of eight non-OECD members whose 1995-2003 average 
annual growth rate of 17.1 percent contrasted sharply with the 5.6 percent 
annual growth for OECD members. 
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Figure A-9. R&D Expenditures of Selected Regions and Countries, 1990-2003 

79 China Commission, supra, citing testimony of William Archey, 94. 
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Figure A-10. Estimated Worldwide R&D Expenditures, 1990-2003 

Industry is also increasingly looking beyond national borders as it 
decides where to locate R&D activities. The United States remains an 
attractive venue for foreign companies seeking to conduct R&D. From 
1990 to 2002, R&D expenditures in the United States by majority-owned 
affiliates of foreign-based multinationals rose from 8 percent to 14 percent 
of total U.S. industrial R&D performance. R&D expenditures by U.S.
owned companies abroad rose from about $12 billion in 1994 to $21 
billion in 2002. Foreign sources supported more than a quarter of the 
United Kingdom's industrial R&D in 2002, while Canada's foreign 
support rose to 21 percent and that of the 15 European Union members 
(EU-15) rose to 10 percent, including within-EU funds flows. Notably, 
foreign-owned companies and foreign-born inventors now account for 
nearly half of U.S. patents.so 

The global nature of S&T markets is also reflected in the rising 
number of corporate international alliances devoted to joint R&D or 
technology development. Industrial innovation increasingly involves 
external partners to complement internal capabilities, share costs, spread 
market risk, expedite projects, and increase sensitivities to geographic 

80 National Summit on Competitiveness, supra, l. 
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variations in product markets. The number of new international 
alliances rose from under 100 in 1980 to 183 in 1990 and 342 early in the 
new century. Historically, U.S. companies have been involved in 75 
percent to 86 percent of these alliances. These multinational corporations 
and organizations compete against or even overshadow national entities 
and interests, which can result in the blurring of distinctions between 
government and commercial goals.81 Moreover, existing mechanisms to 
identify foreign membership, control, or influence over U.S. firms whose 
work is vital to U.S. defense and intelligence systems have proven 
inadequate to keep up with the rapid changes in ownership, control, and 
influence. 82 

R&D spending by U.S.-based multinationals is increasing in Asia. 
Although Europe remains the single largest location of these R&D 
expenditures, accounting for just over 60 percent of the total, its share has 
slipped by about 10 percentage points since 1994. Over this period, the 
combined share of Europe, Canada, and Japan declined from 90 percent 
to 80 percent of the total. The share of other Asian economies rose from 5 
percent in 1999 to 12 percent as R&D expenditures by U .S.-based 
multinationals more than doubled to about $3.5 billion in the region, 
compared with $1.5 billion during the 1994-1998 period. This increase 
was fueled primarily by steep investment growth in China (more than $1 
billion in 2002 and rising) and the Asia-8 economies. U.S. R&D 
expenditures in Japan increased only moderately.83 By 1999 it was 
reported that 200 of Fortune magazine's top 500 companies had already 
invested in China. 84 

According to data compiled by OECD, China's spending on R&D 
reached $84.6 billion in 2003, up from $12.4 billion in 1991. Although the 
precise international comparability of the data remains questionable, this 
would put China in third place, behind only the United States and Japan 
and ahead of Germany. Average annual increases in R&D investment 
over the 12-year period ranged from 4 percent to 5 percent for the United 
States, EU-25, and Japan. These contrasted sharply with the 17 percent 
average annual growth for China, which is accelerating: for the past five 
years, China's R&D expenditures have registered 24 percent average 
annual increases. Over the same period, the ratio of China's R&D to its 

81 Counterintelligence in a Time of Rapid Change: The Impact of Technology and Globalization, June 26, 
2006. 
82 GAO, supra. 
83 National Science Board, supra. 
84 People's Daily 
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gross domestic product-indicative of the relative prominence of R&D in 
Chiita' s rapidly growing economy- rose from 0.6 percent to 1.3 percent, 
compared to about 1.8 percent for the EU-15 and 2.6 percent for the 
United States. China's R&D expenditures are rapidly approaching those 
of Japan. OECD data (Figure A-11) show China's investment at 17 
percent of Japan's in 1991 but at 74 percent of Japan's in 2003. Relative to 
the EU-25, the comparable Chinese figures were 10 percent and 40 
percent, and relative to the United States the increase was from 8 percent 
to 30 percent. Even if more fully comparable Chinese figures reduced the 
growth statistics somewhat, such a rapid advance in comparison to the 
leading R&D-performing countries and regions would still be 
unprecedented in recent history. 
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Figure A-11. China's R&D Expenditures Relative to Other Nations, 1991-2003 

The increase in spending is reinforced by the growth in China's 
industrial research workforce, which expanded from 16 percent of the 
size of its U.S. counterpart in 1991 to 42 percent in little more than a 
decade.SS By 2003 the ratio reached 66 percent, with 862,000 researchers 
in China compared to 1.3 million in the United States. This outstripped 
both Japan, which had 675,000, and the Russian federation, which had 
487,000.86 

The China Commission found that: 

85 National Science Board, supra, 4--0. 
86 OECD, supra. 
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Science and technology (S& T) development is the centerpiece of 
China's comprehensive strategy to build national power. As a result, the 
Chinese government has a comprehensive, coordinated strategy for S&T 
development, which it began to implement in the mid 1980s with the 863 
program. This strategy translates into government policies to encourage 
growth and investment in key industries, among which are software and 
integrated circuit industries. Such policies include foreign investment 
incentives, tax incentives, government subsidies, technology standards, 
industrial regulations, and incentives for talented Chinese students studying 
and working overseas to return to China. Many of these policies make it 
difficult, if not impossible, to achieve a level playing field in this area of U.S.
China trade and jeopardize long-term U.S. leadership in this vital sphere.s7 

The Commission noted further that," Attracting U.S. and other 
investment into China has been an important component of this strategy, 
particularly where transfers of technology and know-how have 
accompanied this investment."88 

New industrial technology alliances worldwide reached an all-time 
peak in 2003 with 695 alliances, according to the Cooperative Agreements 
and Technology Indicators database. Alliances involving at least one 
U.S.-owned company have represented the largest share of alliances in 
most years since 1980, followed by alliances between U.S. and European 
companies.89 

In addition, many high-tech companies have begun to locate major 
research installations outside the United States (Figure A-12). A 2004 
survey by The Economist reported that the top five countries where 
comparues intend to increase their R&D efforts outside their home 
country were China, the United States, India, the United Kingdom, and 
Germany. Most notable is the dramatic increase in foreign investment in 
China. In 1997 China had registered fewer than 50 multinational 
corporation research centers. By mid-2004, a mere seven years later, the 
Chinese government had registered over 600 such facilities, many 
belonging to large, U.S.-based multinationals.90 Another reliable report 
said this figure had actually topped 700.91 In 2003 China cited a Fortune 

87 China Commission, supra, 86. 
88 Ibid., 85. 
89 National Science Board, supra, 4-6. 
9° Freeman, supra. 
91 China Commission, supra, 88. 
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survey showing that over 92 percent of multinational corporations will 
consider setting up regional headquarters in China in the future.92 
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Figure A-12. Geographic Distribution of U.S. Firms' Overseas R&D, 1994-2002 

Over the last decade, the share of R&D sites based in the United States 
has fallen from 59 to 52 percent. At the saine time the number of sites 
based in Western Europe has dropped from 24 to 22 percent, while sites 
based in China grew from 4to11 percent and those based in India grew 
from 4 to 7 percent of sites worldwide. Combined, China and India are 
about to overtake Western Europe as the most important locations where 
U.S. companies conduct foreign R&D. 

In the late 1980s the total share of sites based in countries foreign to 
the company's home country passed the 50 percent mark and in 2004 
stood at 66 percent. Data about plans over the next three years for 
current R&D networks of surveyed companies reveal that almost all of 
the planned growth in foreign R&D will be in China and India. The 
growth will occur primarily in staff numbers as opposed to totally new 

92 Au.china-embassy .org/eng/jmhzlt4622 l .htm 
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sites. By the end of 2007 China and India will account for 31 percent of 
global R&D staff, up from 19 percent in 2004.93 

Mere growth in sites does not tell the whole story, however. 
Examination of the adjustment in "R&D footprint" revealed that different 
factors caused growth in different areas. In China, a low-cost skill base is 
coupled with companies' need for market and customer access. This 
suggests that companies are focusing less on large innovation gains in 
China than in India or Eastern Europe, where other factors dominated. 
Overall, foreign sites were found to be more likely "to focus on specific 
areas of expertise within the development process." They also were much 
more likely to focus on customizing products for local markets. Indeed, 
the primary reason that companies cited for opening or increasing the 
size of new sites in China was to be closer to their customers. 94 

The China Commission found that the sophistication of the 
technology developed and produced by China is increasing at an 
unexpectedly rapid pace. 

China has been able to leapfrog in its technology development using 
technology and know-how obtained from foreign enterprises in ways other 
developing nations have not been able to replicate. This rapid advancement 
is evident in the level of technologies that make up China's fast-growing 
trade surplus with the United States in Advanced Technology Products, 
which increased by 72 percent from 2003 to reach $36 billion in 2004."95 

The Commission found that China's approach to this development 
includes "aggressive use of industrial espionage."96 It also noted that 
China is making significant progress in developing indigenous firms that 
have global brand recognition, reputations for producing quality 
products, and leading-edge R&D programs. China's growth strategy also 
involves developing different technology standards, which may act as a 
significant market access barrier to products made outside China.97 

93 Booz Allen Hamilton and INSEAD, "Innovation: Is Global the Way Forward?," 2006, 3-4, 
http://www.boozallen.com/media/file/Innovation Is Global The Way Forward v2.pdf 
94 Ibid. at 6, 9. 
95 China Commission, supra, 86. 
96 Ibid., 87. The Commission noted that as a result U.S. companies are taking some precautions with 
respect to their China operations. For example, it said Intel has not built a fabrication plant in China 
because it feared that it would lead to a transfer of proprietary infonnation on its chip designs and also on 
the design and management of its manufacturing process. Id. (citing Fred Vogelstein, "How Intel Got 
Inside," Fortune, October 4, 2004, 127). 
97 China Commission, supra, 90. 
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As another commentator stated, Chinese leaders view science and 
technology as "a kind of warfare." China's progress "on the technology 
front" is seen as intimately connected to the global strategic balance.98 

Assessing the actual level of technological development in China is 
difficult and subject to dispute. The China Commission noted that 
neither current National Intelligence Estimates on China nor the DoD's 
annual report to Congress on China's military power contain an 
assessment of China's technological development.99 The National Science 
Foundation (NSF) measures such development through various 
indicators such as the number of patents granted, the amount of funds 
U.S. parent companies invest in R&D affiliates in China, domestic gross 
expenditures for R&D, the number of science and engineering degrees 
issued, and the percentage of high-tech exports. Using these factors, NSF 
concludes that, with the exception of the science and engineering degrees 
indicator, China's technological development is low relative to that of 
Malaysia, Taiwan, and South Korea. However, the rate of growth for 
these indicators in recent years is prompting the NSF to update its data 
on China. 

By contrast, others have noted that U.S. government assessments of 
China have traditionally been based on a belief that China's development 
lags far behind that of the United States. While China has made "high
level breakthroughs" in nanotechnology, computer chip and 
semiconductor design, satellites, and supercomputing, "the U.S. 
government does not currently produce an assessment of the implications 
of these advancements for China's technological development as a whole 
or their application specifically to China's military advancement." 
Researchers from The RAND Corporation and the Atlantic Council of the 
United States also argued that the NSF indicators do not capture the 
breadth and depth of China's technological development. Michael 
Pillsbury pointed out that the Korean government's assessment of 
China's technological development places it only 2.1 years behind Korea 
and 7.0 years behind the United States.rno 

Academic R&D has seen robust growth in many countries, as 
governments try to stimulate basic research capability and to connect 
universities with industry for the efficient exploitation of research results 
(Figure A-13). The United States and the EU-25(including10 new 

98 Evan Feigenbaum, China's Technowarriors (Stanford University Press 2003), l. 
99 China Commission, supra, 96. 
100 Id., citing Michael Pillsbury's Commission-sponsored research and RAND report. 
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Figure A-13 .. Academic R&D as a Share ofTotal R&D, by Country/Economy 

member countries) have been spending similar amounts for academic 
R&D, $41 to $44 billion in 2003, about double their expenditures in 1990. 
OECD nations other than the United States spent $74 billion, an increase 
of 120 percent over 1990. 

Spending on academic R&D remains less prominent in Asia. China 
has experienced the most rapid growth in its spending for academic 
R&D, from $1.1billionin1991 to $7.3 billion in 2002, with double-digit 
growth rates since 1999. Nevertheless, the academic sector, where basic 
research is conducted in many countries, plays a relatively small role 
(about 10 percent) in China's R&D system. This is also the case in some 
other Asian countries, where R&D tends to focus more on applied 
research and especially on development. In other major OECD nations, 
the share of academic R&D was at least 14 percent. 
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APPENDIX 8: THE EDUCA770N OF 5CIEN77STS AND ENGINEERS IS 

MOVING EAsTWARD 

Like the industrial sector, the education sector is becoming 
increasingly globalized. Over the past three decades the number of 
students leaving home each year to study abroad has grown at an annual 
rate of 3.9 percent, from 800,000in1975 to 2.5 million in 2004. Today 
foreign students earn 30 percent of the doctoral degrees awarded in the 
United States and 38 percent of those in the United Kingdom. In the 
United States, 20 percent of newly hired professors in science and 
engineering (S&E) are foreign born. In China, the vast majority of newly 
hired faculty at the top research universities received their graduate 
education abroad.101 

International degree production is rising and is focused on S&E. The 
number of first university degrees awarded around the world is rising 
rapidly, from about 6.4 million in 1997 to 8.7 million in 2002. Particularly 
strong increases occurred in Asia and Europe, with large numbers and 
strong gains in engineering and the natural sciences. In 2002, the number 
of engineering degrees awarded in Asia was more than four times the 
number of those awarded in North America, and the number of natural 
science degrees was nearly double. Europe graduated three times as 
many engineers as North America in 2002 (Figure B-1). 

The share of S&E degrees among first university degrees in the United 
States is lower than in other countries, as is the share of U .5. degrees in 
natural sciences and engineering (NS&E)- S&E degrees not including 
the social sciences and psychology. Just under one-third of all first U.S. 
degrees are awarded in S&E. This statistic has held fairly steady over the 
years, as has the 19 percent share of NS&E degrees.102 

101 Richard Levin, "Universities Branch Out: From Their Student Bodies to Their Research Practices, 
Universities Are Becoming More Global,"_Newsweek, August 21, 2006, issue. 
102 National Science Board, supra, 0-12. 
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Figure B-1. First University Degrees, by Region: 1997 and 2002 

When considering all levels of degrees, however, world trends seem 
to be moving in the same direction (Figure B-2). In 1997, an average of 44 
percent of all degrees awarded in other countries were in S&E. That 
number fell to 38 percent in 2002. Similarly, the share of NS&E degrees in 
countries other than the United States declined from 30 percent to 27 
percent. This indicates that the worldwide expansion of higher education 
degrees was stronger in the non-S&E fields than in S&E. In light of these 
statistics, OECD ministers have expressed concern that young people lack 
interest in S&E.103 
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Figure B-2. First University Degrees in S&E as Share of Total, 1997-2002 

The education of young people in NS&E has become increasingly 
important for many governments as they try to build more knowledge
intensive economies. Regardless of the percentages of degrees in S&E, as 
is clear from Figure B-2, Europe and Asia have made great strides in 
increasing the number of NS&E degrees awarded. Although the 
percentage of college age students obtaining first university degrees in 
NS&E vary significantly, from about 16 per 100 24-year-olds in Taiwan to 
12-13 in Australia and South Korea and 10 in the United Kingdom. The 
United States, with just under 6per100, ranks 32nd out of the 90 
countries for which such data are available. China and India have low 
ratios (1.6 and 1.0, respectively), due to low overall rates of access to 
higher education in those countries. But China is strongly trending 
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upward as S&E degree production in China doubled and engineering 
degrees tripled over the past two decades.104 

The number of S&E doctorates internationally has also increased 
(Figure B-3). In recent years most S&E doctorates (78 percent in 2002) 
were granted outside the United States. Approximately one-third of the 
new S&E doctorate holders and one-third of those with doctorates in the 
natural sciences graduated from EU institutions. At least another third of 
the engineering doctorates were awarded in Asia, where numbers are 
likely understated because of incomplete reporting. In 2002 the United 
States produced only 15 percent of the world's engineering doctorates in 
2002. Even then students on temporary visas earned more than half of 
these degrees.1os 
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Figure B-3. NS&E Doctoral Degrees by Selected Country, 1983-2003 

105 Ibid., 0-12, 13. 
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The 1990s also showed strong increases in the number of foreign-born 
individuals holding U.S. S&E jobs. By 2000, this share had increased from 
14 percent to 22 percent (Figure B-4). The largest increases were for 
doctorate holders, from 24 percent to 38 percent. More than half of the 
engineers in such jobs who held doctorates and 45 percent of the workers 
in the physical sciences, computer sciences, and life sciences who held 
doctorates were foreign born. One-third of the foreign-born scientists 
and engineers working in the United States came from India, China, and 
the Philippines; China and India alone comprised one-third of the total 
of foreign-born doctorate holders working here.106 
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Figure 8-4. Share of Foreign-Born Scientists and Engineers in U.S. S&E Occupations, 1999-2000 

Foreign students earned one-third of U.S. S&E doctorates and 55 
percent of engineering doctorates, while S&E doctorates earned by U.S. 
white males dropped sharply. The production of U.S. S&E doctorates 
since 1990 rose from 23,800 to a record 28,800in1998 before dropping to 
26,900 in 2003. The overall number was strongly driven by the number of 
foreign students. Each year between 6,800 and 8,700 doctorates were 

106 Ibid., 0-14. 
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awarded to students holding temporary visas-in 2003 these students 
earned one-third of the total number of doctorates, more than half of the 
engineering doctorates, 44 percent of the mathematics and computer 
science doctorates, and 35 percent of the physical sciences doctorates.107 

Despite some post-September 11 impact on foreign students obtaining 
visas, many foreign students continue to pursue advanced study in S&E 
fields at U.S. universities. Moreover, many of these then elect to stay in 
the United States to work or continue their studies after they complete 
their initial degree programs. Each year since the mid-1990s between 
6,500 and 7,000 foreign students who earned a U.S. S&E doctorate
approximately two-thirds of the total-planned to stay in the United 
States after receiving their degree. Many of these students remained in 
the country for years after graduation: 53 percent of the 1993 foreign 
students who received doctorates were working in the United States in 
1997 and 61 percent of the 1998 cohort were still in the country in 2003. 
However, increasing international competition for these students raises 
questions about whether these historic patterns will continue.108 

Of particular note, the Asian nations that have been the source of two
thirds of foreign doctoral candidates in the United States are now 
developing their own S&T infrastructures that require these highly 
trained individuals to run them. About 20 percent of foreign doctoral 
candidates in the United States came from China and 10 percent-11 
percent each from Taiwan, India, and South Korea. As these same Asian 
nations invest heavily in the development of knowledge-based economies 
and higher education systems they are starting to attract large numbers of 
foreign-trained Asian scientists and engineers. Thus, there is no 
assurance of a continued influx of students from this region to the United 
States, especially since other countries are creating immigrant-friendly 
policies for those with advanced S&E degrees.109 

Changes in United States visa policies after September 11, 2001, 
affected the flow of foreign-born scientists and engineers into the United 
States. The number of high-skill-related visas issued annually to 
students, exchange visitors, and others grew rapidly during the 1990s but 
decreased sharply after September 11. Foreign student visas are now 

107 Ibid., 0-15, 16. 
108 Ibid., 0-16, 17. 
109 Ibid., p. 0-16. 
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recovering but remain down by one-fifth since 2001, while other high
skill visa categories are showing upward trends.no 

Although these trends and figures may be alarming, some recent 
studies have looked behind the raw data to provide more context to these 
figures. A central factor in the studies warning about threats to the 
technological superiority of the United States has always been the fewer 
numbers of engineers the United States is graduating compared to China 
and India (Figure B-5). Figures for 2004 generally report that the United 
States graduated approximately 70,000 undergraduate engineers in 
comparison to China's 600,000 and India's 350,000 (Figure B-6). A study 
at Duke University, however, found that these figures were misleading 
because the Chinese and Indian figures included three-year training 
programs and diploma holders as well as four-year degrees.111 Moreover, 
in addition to traditional engineering disciplines, these figures include 
information technology specialists and technicians.112 Even more 
incongruous is that, due to definition issues, the Chinese figures "may 
well include the equivalent of motor mechanics and industrial 
technicians."113 When the Duke researchers attempted to "normalize" the 
data across types of degrees, the data revealed that the differences, 
although still significant, were not as dramatic as the initial figures. 
Then, when relative populations were considered, the U.S. figures were 
comparatively superior to both China and India. 

llO Ibid., p. 0-17. 
111 Duke University, Master of Engineering Management Program, "Framing the Engineering Outsourcing 
Debate: Placing the United States on a Level Playing Field With China and India" (Durham, NC: Duke 
University School of Engineering, December 2005), 2, 
http://memp.pratt.duke.edu/downloads/duke outsourcing 2005.pdf 
112 Ibid., 3. 
113 Ibid., 7. 
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Graph 1: Engineering, Computer Science and Information Technology Degrees 
Awarded In 2004 
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Graph 2: The Number of Bachelor's and Subbaccalaureate Degrees In 
Engineering, CS and IT Awarded Annually per Mllllon Citizens 
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Figure B-6. Bachelor's and Subbaccalaureat.e Degrees in Engineering, CS, and IT Awarded Annually, per 
Million Citizens 

The Duke study also looked behind the figures to consider the 
qualitative aspects of the individuals and their education. The study 
differentiated between "transactional engineers" who are lower paid and 
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do routine work and "dynamic engineers" who possess higher technical 
skills as well as strong interpersonal skills and the ability to communicate 
across borders. The study concluded that 

... the real threat to the United States' science and technology economy 
exists in a subset of the engineering populations produced by China 
and India. Foreign dynamic engineers trained by accredited 
universities with high language proficiencies and close proximity to 
their country's industrial and commercial centers are the most likely to 
compete with U.5.-based engineers for offshore engineering jobs, and 
they also will be central to innovation drives in their domestic 
economies.114 

A study conducted by McKinsey & Co. concluded that less than 10 
percent of Chinese job candidates overall would be suitable for work in a 
foreign company. Looking at engineers in particular, the study found 
that Chinese applicants for engineering jobs suffered because the Chinese 
educational system teaches theory instead of application. By contrast, 
engineering graduates in North America or Europe work in teams on 
practical problems. As a result, McKinsey estimated that China's pool of 
young engineers "suitable for work in multinationals is just 160,000-no 
larger than the United Kingdom's."115 

In addition, the study found that available graduates were so 
dispersed across universities and colleges as well as cities that as much as 
half of the total graduate pool is not easily accessible to employers. Less 
than one-third of the 2003 graduates studied in the top ten university 
towns. Only one-quarter live in a city or region close to a major 
international airport-a requirement of most multinational companies. 
Finally, only one-third move to a different province for work.116 

McKinsey predicts that China will in fact experience a shortage of 
suitable labor in the near future. Examining employment demands by 
large foreign-owned companies and joint ventures that do business in 
China, McKinsey estimated that these companies will employ almost 70 
percent of China's suitable graduates before demand from smaller 
multinationals or Chinese companies is considered. In fact, in 2003 
unemployment rates among China's university graduates was just 1 
percent The study predicted that over the next 10 to 15 years Chinese 

114 Ibid., 9. 
115 McKinsey Global Institute, "Addressing China's Looming Talent Shortage," October 2005, 5-6, 
http://www.mckinsey.com/mgi/publications/Chinatalent.asp 
116 Ibid., 7. 
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companies may need as many as 75,000 leaders who can work effectively 
in global environments. Today, they have only 3,000 to 5,000 such 
employees.117 

Similar trends are evident in India. McKinsey estimated India's 
supply of young professionals to be 14million:1.5 times that of China 
and almost twice that of the United States. But again multinationals 
would only hire 10-25 percent of the 2.5 million graduates each year, 
with approximately 25 percent of engineering graduates falling into in 
the hirable group. McIGnsey attributes this to the great disparity in the 
quality of Indian universities. Moreover, the best graduates from the top 
schools often emigrate.118 

These labor issues that may act as a brake on China's and India's 
projected runaway growth may be reinforced by problems in their 
financial systems. Both countries are "pursuing growth strategies based 
on relatively free markets, yet neither has the financial system it needs to 
sustain rapid and efficient growth in the years ahead."119 Notably, both 
countries' financial systems are distorted by government efforts to 
achieve social aims. In China, the government is ensuring a continued 
flow of funding to its many large but highly inefficient state-owned 
enterprises so as to preserve jobs. Wholly or partially state-owned 
companies account for 73 percent of bank loans, even though private 
companies account for over half of China's gross domestic product. A 
major outcome of these policies is China's large volume of non
performing loans.120 

In India, government funding is directed toward the large budget 
deficit and the country's rural investment priorities. Although India's 
private sector has a number of highly productive companies, the Indian 
government requires banks to give lending priority to state-owned 
companies and designated sectors, such as household enterprises and 
agriculture. As a result, only 43 percent of India's commercial credit goes 
to private companies, and the financial system is less able to finance 
growth.121 

ll7 Ibid., 8-9. 
118 Diana Farrell, "Don't be Afraid ofOffshoring," Business Week, March 22, 2006. 
119 McKinsey Global Institute, "A Tale of Two Financial Systems: A Comparison of China and India," 
September 2006, http://mckinsey.com/mgi/publications/talefinsys.asp 
120 Ibid., 6-1. 
121 Ibid., 10-11. 
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Although none of the above factors is sufficient to eliminate concerns 
about these countries' increasing competitiveness in S&T, they do suggest 
that the feared march to dominance will not lack significant challenges 
for these countries. Moreover, it may take longer for significant 
qualitative changes to occur than first imagined. 

New approaches to conducting academic research across international 
borders may have a more fundamental impact on the near-term future. 
International educational joint ventures are becoming more prevalent, 
such as the Johns Hopkins-Nanjing program in Chinese and American 
studies, the Duke-Goethe executive M.B.A. program, and the MIT
Singapore alliance that offers dual graduate degrees in various 
engineering fields.122 

Another new trend is the outsourcing portions of a research program 
to facilities in another country. In one such example, a Chinese professor 
at Yale runs a research center focused on genetics of human disease at his 
alma mater, Shanghai's Fudan University, in collaboration with faculty 
from both schools. The Shanghai Center has 95 employees and graduate 
students working in a large laboratory facility. Yale faculty, postdoctoral 
fellows, and graduate students visit often and attend videoconference 
seminars with scientists from both campuses. The Yale-based laboratory 
has increased its productivity thanks to the lower costs of conducting 
some of its research in China. At the same time, Chinese graduate 
students, postdoctoral fellows, and faculty receive on-the-job training 
from a world class scientist and his U.S. team.123 

These international programs will hasten the virtual elimination of 
borders for knowledge transfers. They also will level the playing field for 
countries to entice their talented, foreign-educated citizens back home. 
Moreover, countries such as China are working hard on elevating the 
world status of their top universities to encourage talented students to 
train at home. These factors may significantly alter past patterns of 
migration and have a significant impact on the availability of trained S&E 
personnel in the United States. 

122 Levin, supra. 
123 Id. 
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APPENDIX C· DISRUP77VE /NNOVA770NS 

Certain innovations have the potential to fundamentally alter the way 
the Intelligence Community and its partners operate around the globe. 
These innovations will have broad implications for everything from 
accelerating knowledge transfer to affecting the ability to operate in secret 
to altering the balances of economic and political power. To build a 
strategy to deal with these innovations, the Intelligence Community must 
understand the U.S. position in each of these fields and how these 
impacts may play out. 

A study by RAND for the National Intelligence Council attempted to 
address the feasibility of many of these innovations. Table 1 lays out the 
conclusions. The letter "G" in parenthesis after the item indicates that 
these items are expected to have a global impact. 
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Table C-1. Technical and Implementation Feasibility of Illustrative 2020 Technology Applications 
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C.1 NANOTECHNOLOGY 

The National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) defines 
"nanotechnology" as encompassing science, engineering, and technology 

... related to the understanding and control of matter at the length scale of 
approximately 1to100 nanometers. However, nanotechnology is not merely 
working with matter at the nanoscale, but also research and development of 
materials, devices, and systems that have novel properties and functions due 
to their nanoscale dimension or components. 124 

But the NNI distinguishes nanotechnology R&D from other research that 
may have achieved a "certain level of miniaturization or that operates at a 
nanometer-length scale." This can create certain confusions where 
nanoscale research intersects with biology .125 

'"Nanotechnology' touches upon a broad array of disciplines, 
including chemistry, biology, physics, computational science, and 
engineering. Like information technology, nanotechnology has the 
potential to a virtually every industry, from aerospace and energy to 
healthcare and agriculture."126 

The United States made a commitment to nanotechnology in 2000 
with the establishment of the NNI. By 2005 funding for the NNI reached 
over $1 billion, providing support to 11 agencies. Forty centers and 
networks have been funded or are in the planning stages. 

In 2005, worldwide spending for nanotechnology across all sectors 
totaled $9.5 billion, up 10 percent from 2004 (Figure C-1). Virtually every 
country that provides financial support for science and technology R&D 
has a nanotechnology initiative. 

124 PCAST, supra, 7. 
12s Id. 
126 Ibid., 5. 
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GLOBAL NANOTECH INVESTMENT 
IN 2005 (US$ million) 

Governmert funding Corporate R.&.D spending 
(4,610) (4,356) 

Source: Nature, September 14, 2006 (Based on Lux Research) 

Figure C-1. Global Nanotechnology Funding, 2005 ($billions) 

Of the $4.6 billion spent by governments on nanotechnology R&D in 
2004, the United States led in absolute terms, with second-place Japan 
spending not even two-thirds as much as the United States (Figure C-2). 

4-2: Govemment nanotech bldin&, 2004 
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Figure C-2. Government Nanotechnology Funding, 2004 ($millions) 

It should be noted, however, that approximately $432 million of the 
U.S. amount shown in Figure C-2 was at the state level and went for 
initial purchases of equipment and construction of facilities, not to fund 
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ongoing research. Thus, the state spending is more likely to consist of 
one-time capital expenditure than to represent sustained spending.127 
Removing these one-time expenditures would bring Japan's spending 
much closer to the U.S. figure. 

One example of state-level initiative is the Albany NanoTech, which is 
home to five R&D centers and the College of Nanoscale Sciences and 
Engineering at the State University of New York, Albany. Albany 
NanoTech alone has attracted over $1 billion in private investment and 
has formed over 100 partnerships with other universities, federal 
laboratories, and industry. These programs have led to close 
relationships with major electronics firms such as IBM, ASML, Tokyo 
Electron, and International Sematech.128 Because roughly two-thirds of 
the federal NNI funding flows to university researchers,129 these state 
initiatives may not represent additional significant spending beyond the 
federal figures. Thus, although these state programs may have a 
significant impact on the future of nanotechnology in the United States, 
that impact is not easily captured in traditional government/ industry 
spending measures. Table C-2 shows some additional examples of state
level activities. 

127 Nordan, supra. 
128 Floyd Kvamme, Partner Kleiner Perkins Caufield and Byers, Co-Chair, President's Council of 
Advisors on Science and Technology Policy, testimony before the House Committee on Science, 
Subcommittee on Research, June 29, 2005. 
129 Lane and Kalil, supra. 
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Table C-2. Nanotechnology R&D Infrastructure Investments at State Level 
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Other estimates of spending by various national governments include 
those shown in Table C-3 and Figure C-3. It should be noted that the data 
may suffer from significant definitional issues and lack of access to 
accurate government spending figures from some countries. This may 
prevent true "apples to apples" comparisons. However, the trends 
incontrovertibly show significant increases in spending by all nations, 
particularly since 2000. 
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Table C-3. Estimated Government Nanotechnology R&D Investments, 1997- 2004 ($millions) 

Table 1. 
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Figure C-3. Government Nanotechnology R&D Investments, 1997-2004 

In reality, however, U.S. government spending is not keeping up with 
opportunities. When examining these trends it should be noted that the 
current administration's FY 2006 budget proposed a decrease in funding 
from the level of support provided by Congress in FY 2005.130 The 2007 
budget request is also less than the estimated 2006 spending. Thus, the 
U.S. figures over the next few years may show a reverse trend for U.S. 
spending, while foreign spending is expected to continue to rise. 
Researchers reported in 2005 that NSF received 48 proposals in its most 
recent solicitation for Nanoscale Science and Engineering Centers, but 
could fund only 6.131 

131 Lane and Kalil, supra. 
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Just as is true of overall S&T expenditures, the private sector, not 
government, accounts for the majority of nanotechnology spending in the 
United States (Figure C-4). The majority of corporate spending on 
nanotechnology R&D worldwide also occurred in the United States. Of 
the approximately 1,200 nanotech startups in 2004, half were in the 
United States. A 2005 study identified approximately 600 companies in 
the United States or with significant U.S. operations that are engaged in 
nanotechnology R&D, manufacture, sale, and/or use. Notably, 72.9 
percent of these companies had been in business for less than 10 years. 

4-3: Corporate nanotech R&D, 2004 
($ bilion1) 

$0.3 

$1.7 

C U.S. • Japan • EU coalllries • Other 

Figure C-4. Corporate Nanotechnology R&D, 2004 ($ billions) 

Venture capital investment in nanotech startups fell from $385 million 
in 2002 to $200 million in 2004, accounting for only 2 percent of 
nanotechnology funding in 2004. Venture capitalists who lost heavily in 
the Internet bubble may well be hesitant to commit more money until 
they can see "substantial exits."132 

The United States spends more on an absolute basis for nanotech 
research than any other country, but it is falling behind Asian countries 
on a relative basis (Figure C-5). Between 2001and2004 the U.S. share of 
global government spending has dropped, although actual spending 
doubled from $465 million to $960 million. The $130 million in estimated 
government spending on nanotech in China equaled $611 million when 

132 Nordan, supra. 
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Figure C-5. U.S. Share of Global Government Investment 

adjusted for purchasing power parity, 38 percent of U.S. expenditures. 
This placed China second, ahead of Japan and Germany. When spending 
levels are adjusted for purchasing power parity, the per capita spending 
in the United States is only fourth in the world.133 In addition, some 
countries that the United States considers strategic threats, such as Iran, 
have nanotechnology programs. 

Sean Murdock, executive director of the Nano Business Alliance, 
testified in June 2005 that the United States is currently leading the world 
in nanoscience but the "lead is narrow and we face stiff and accelerating 
competition." He further asserted that nanotechnology "will be a game 
changing technology" and is likely "to be the engine of innovation for the 
next fifty years."134 At the same hearing, Matthew Nordan of Lux 
Research, Inc., testified that while the United States leads the world in 
nanotechnology today, "its position is tenuous." The President's Council 
of Advisors on Science and Technology reported in May 2005 that the 
trends in investment, publications, and patents all show a "steady 
erosion" in the United States' lead in nanotechnology (Figure C-6). 

134 Sean Murdock, executive director of the Nano Business Alliance, testimony before the House 
Committee on Science, Subcommittee on Research, June 29, 2005. 
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Fig. 5: The Dominant U.S. Position In Nanotechnolo&Y Lies at Risk 
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Figure C-6. The Dominant U.S. Position in Nanotechnology Lies at Risk 

Moreover, although other nations may not be spending as much as 
the U.S. overall, they are choosing to concentrate their efforts in particular 
sectors to make significant advances in those sectors more quickly (Table 
C-4). For example, Korea and Taiwan are investing heavily in 
nanoelectronics, while Singapore and China are focusing on nano
biotechnology and nanomaterials.135 

135 Jim O'Connor, Motorola, testimony before the House Committee on Science, Subcommittee on 
Research, June 29, 2005. 
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Table C-4. Focus Areas of Government Investments in Nanotechnology 

Table 3. 
focus Areas of Government Investmtnts tn Nanot8chnology 
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China is investing heavily in nanotechnology tluough the National 
863 Hi-Tech R&D Plan and has opened tluee nanotechnology centers and 
over 20 university institutes, including the Shanghai Nanotech Promotion 
Center-a network of six nanotechnology R&D centers at Shanghai 
universities. In 2000 the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) opened The 
Center for Nanotechnologies to unite over a dozen CAS institutes and 
several university laboratories.136 In 2004 it was reported that the Chinese 
central government had budgeted about $240 million for nanotech 
projects between 2003 and 2007. In addition, at least as much had been 

136 Alexandr Nemets, "China's Nanotech Revolution," Association for Asian Research, August 23, 2004, 
www.asianresearch.org/articles/2260.htrnl 
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budgeted by local Chinese governments. A year later the Chinese 
government announced that it was increasing its investment levels but 
did not specify by how much. As of 2005 it was reported that China had 
3,000 researchers engaged in nanotechnology related programs and over 
800 companies working in the nanotechnology field. According to reports 
from the Asian Technology Information Program (A TIP), 

China is especially strong in nanomaterials development. China's 
nanomaterials focus, its low cost of doing business, its talented labor pool, 
and its potentially large domestic market, could provide incentive for further 
investment by foreign corporations seeking to capitalize on nanomaterials 
development.137 

In November 2002 the CAS launched a joint project with a U.S. 
company, Veeco Instruments, Inc., under which the CAS agreed to 
cooperate in running a nanometer technology center aimed at providing 
Chinese researchers access to Veeco-made nanotechnology instruments. 
At the opening of the center Veeco President Don Kania predicted that 
"China will gain the leadership position in nanotech."138 

Although the impact of such investments is hard to quantify, 
researchers highlight two developments in China's quest for 
nanotechnology leadership. First, Chinese researchers are now 
publishing more research papers on nanotechnology. In fact, according 
to The Scientist, from January to August 2004 (the latest figures available 
at the time of publication), China produced 3,621 research papers on 
nanotechnology-more than any other country and 14 percent more than 
the United States. This must be seen in context; one source suggests that 
in terms of "high impact" publications the United States has stemmed its 
drop in share and still has over 50 percent of the annual high-impact 
publications (Figure C-7). Other sources do not support the claim that 
China has overtaken the United States in publications at any level of 
impact (Figure C-8). 

137 PCAST, supra. 
138 Nemets, supra. 
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Figure C-7. U.S. Share of Publications and High-Impact Publications 

Figure C-8. U.S. Lead in Publications 

Second, China promulgated its first batch of standards related to 
nanotechnology and is currently seeking to develop a complete set of 
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standards to be adopted by the International Standards Organization and 
thus shape the future of nanotechnological development. The United 
States, Japan, and some European countries are working on their own set 
of standards to try to create a competitive/ alternative framework for the 
future direction of nanotechnology. 

Third, some industry leaders express concern that China's lax 
enforcement of intellectual property rights makes competition with China 
difficult, if not impossible. Chinese manufacturers are stressing their 
ability to deliver products identical to those of U.S. and European 
companies at prices 15-20 percent lower. Because they generally refuse 
to identify their production processes, some suspect that they are using 
Western patent filings "like recipe books."139 As the National 
Nanotechnology Advisory Panel noted in its May 2005 report, 

While we all want the United States to benefit economically from 
nanotechnology as quickly as possible, it is critically important that the basic 
intellectual property surrounding nanotechnology be generated in and reside 
within [the United States]. Those who hold this knowledge will 'own' 
commercialization in the future.140 

C.2 BIOTECHNOLOGY 

The development of biotechnology around the world is likely to be 
very uneven (Table C-5 and Figure C-9). Some countries have opted for 
slower development because of concerns over ethical issues and 
environmental risks, whereas others do not share the same concerns and 
are adopting biotechnology more rapidly. For example, while Asian 
countries appear poised to move toward use of genetically modified 
foods and organisms, public sentiment and pending legislation are likely 
to pose a barrier to similar developments in the European Union.141 The 
impossibility of containing knowledge within country borders as a result 
of the increasing flow of information, people, and resources means that 
cautious countries cannot control the actions of less cautious countries 
and/or entities. The emergence of significant private-sector investment 
around the globe for research in the areas of stem cells and cloning 
exemplifies this dilemma. 

139 Nordan, supra. 
140 PCAST, supra, 3. 
141 Silberglitt, et al., supra. 
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Table C-5. Growth in Global Biotechnology, 2004-2005 
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Figure C-9. Total Expenditure on Biotechnology R&D by Active Firms, 2003 ($million ppp) 
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APPENDIX D: WORLDWIDE ACCESS TO INFORMATION IS 

ExPANDING RAPIDLY 

0.1 BROADBAND USAGE 

The rapid expansion of broadband access is greatly extending the 
ability to collect and share information around the world in mere 
seconds. As of the first quarter 2006 the United States still led in total 
number of broadband subscribers with over 48 million. China was in 
second place with over 41 million, and Japan was in third place with 23 
million subscribers (Figure D-1). 
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Figure D-1. Top 10 Broadband Counbies by Subscribers Ql 2005-Ql 2006 

If the growth in the number of subscribers continues at its current 
rate, China is expected to pass the United States sometime next year. It 
should be noted, however, that this growth rate has slowed significantly 
in the past two quarters. The growth rate from third quarter 2004 to third 
quarter 2005 was over 90 percent, but the growth rate from first quarter 
2005 to first quarter 2006 was only 46 percent. It is uncertain whether this 
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slowing is due to saturation of the most easily wired locations, 
government controls on Internet access in the country, different sources 
of data, or other unknown factors. However, one source, the analyst 
company Ovum, predicts continued growth at approximately 79 percent 
per year. ff this prediction is accurate, China would reach 79 million 
subscribers sometime in 2007142 and 139 million subscribers by 2010. The 
vast majority of current subscribers, 71 percent according to Ovum, use 
Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) access. Another 26 percent use Ethernet
based LANs (local area networks), primarily in high-density areas. There 
is little use of cable access even though China already has 128 million 
cable TV subscribers. 

Despite these current figures, however, China still lags the United 
States significantly in household penetration, with only 8.62 percent of 
households having Internet access. While significantly higher than the 
Chinese percentage, the relative position of the United States is dropping 
due to higher growth rates in Sweden, Luxembourg, and the United 
Kingdom. South Korea still leads all countries with 83 percent broadband 
penetration, followed by Hong Kong with 80. 98 percent, Iceland at 7 4 
percent, Israel at 69.08 percent, and Taiwan at 64.65 percent (Figure D-2). 

Broadband access via cellular/mobile networks promises to increase 
the number of broadband subscribers. Although second-generation (2G) 
cellular/mobile networks are able to provide data connectivity equivalent 
to slow dial-up links, they are not sufficient to provide truly mobile 
broadband wireless access. Third-generation (3G) mobile networks and 
"2.5G" enhancements for existing networks are adequate to provide 
packet-based communications that can reach broadband speeds of 200 
kbps or better.143 High-speed downlink packet access (HSPDA), also 
known as 3.5G, will require only incremental upgrading as opposed to 
replacement costs of other new technologies.144 

142 One source suggests that the number of broadband users in China has already reached 77 million. Sino 
Daily, September 21, 2006. It is unclear, however, whether "subscribers" and "users" are the same thing 
so no conclusion can be drawn about whether the data sources are comparable. 
143 Burton Group, supra, ~5. 
144 CNET Asia, April 24, 2006. 
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Top 20 Broadband Countries by household 
penetration 2005-2006 
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Figure 0-2. Top 20 Broadband Countries by Household Penetration Ql 2005 - Ql 2006 

3G mobile data services are currently available in major metropolitan 
areas in Europe, Asia, and the United States. The 3G technologies
Evolution-Data Only Revision 0 (EV-DO Rev 0) for Code Division 
Multiple Access 2000 (cdma2000) and Universal Mobile 
Telecommunications System (UMI'S) for Global System for Mobile 
Communications (GSM) carriers-provide downlink speeds equivalent to 
broadband (i.e., 200+ Kbps). Several vendors (including Hewlett
Packard, Dell, and Lenovo) are embedding 3G technology into their 
laptops. The next versions of 3G technologies- EV-DO Rev A and 
HSPDA-are likely to achieve "widespread metropolitan coverage" by 
the end of 2007, although uplink speeds are still fairly slow: 30 Kbps to 60 
Kbps. Because voice revenues are declining, companies are looking to 
data services to offset these lower earnings. As a result, they are 
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motivated to invest heavily in their networks and improve the available 
services.145 

Even newer technologies are expected to fuel the expansion of such 
access into increasingly remote areas. One such technology, WiMax (also 
known as fourth-generation wireless or 4G), is expected to provide 
broadband access in rural areas not currently served by hardwire 
access.146 WiMax comes in two versions: the fixed broadband system 
already in place in Europe (under IEEE standard 802.16d) and the mobile 
version (under IEEE standard 802.16e). The fixed version currently 
requires users to put a small receiver dish on their roof and connect it to a 
modem. This permits Internet access from antennas up to 10 kilometers 
away. The latter version of WiMax will provide high-speed Internet 
access, similar to current Wi-Fi technology, but over broad areas similar 
to those covered by mobile telephone networks.147 Unlike current Wi-Fi, 
which has a range of 100 meters,148 WiMax would function even when the 
user is many kilometers from a base station. The goal is for users to use a 
laptop, cell phone, or other "handheld gadget" without needing a cable 
or Wi-Fi "hotspot" and be able to surf the Internet or download music 
and movies as if they were using the fastest traditional broadband 
access.149 W iMax will also link to the Internet "everything from digital 
cameras and music-players to sensors to household appliances. This will 
let people do things that are now technically difficult or prohibitively 
expensive, such as mobile video-conferencing or managing a building's 
li htin. n1in "150 g go e. 

This technology has received recent boosts, with Sprint Nextel 
planning to spend $3 billion over the next two years to build a 
functioning U.S. network by 2008. Other key players in the development 
of the technology are Intel for chips, Motorola for equipment, and 
Samsung (the South Korean electronics company) for network 
infrastructure. Some have suggested, however, that WiMax would face a 
significant cost challenge from 3.SG technology in locations that have 
already invested in 3G infrastructure. In places where such technology is 
not already in place, particularly rural India, WiMax is expected to 

145 Gartner Group, "Mobile Data Services: So Many Choices," July 2006. 
146 WiMax stands for Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access and is based on IEEE 802. l 6e. 
147 "Surfing the Airwaves," The Economist, July 13, 2006. 
148 New Scientist, October 29, 2005 
149 "Wireless Networking May Soon Get Faster. Will Anyone Care?" The New York Times, September 26, 
2006, www .nytimes.com/2006/09/26/business/26wireless.html 
150 "Wireless Broadband," The Economist, August 10, 2006. 
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flourish.151 The 3.SG technology becomes especially attractive because at 
actual speeds WiMax offers little to no speed advantage for people with 
3G smart phones or laptops with 3G modem cards that can be upgraded 
to 3.SG.152 

Some have questioned whether 4G technology will succeed, given the 
expense of building such wireless networks and the relative cheapness of 
fixed-line access. But other countries are investing heavily, notably 
Japan, where the government has made leadership in 4G "a national 
goal" and is investing millions of dollars in research. 

There are currently two competing 4G standards. The Japanese 
company NTI DoCoMo is championing an alternative version of 4G to 
WiMax.153 Qualcomm and Ericsson are pursuing the same route as NTI 
DoCoMo. Meanwhile Samsung has assembled a team of 170 engineers, 
"most with doctorates from top universities in the United States,"154 and 
spent over $1 billion on research into the WiMax approach. Samsung has 
already demonstrated a prototype that was used during a bus ride to 
show that the system worked over distance and while in motion.155 

The cost tradeoff between this type of technology versus fixed line 
will also be significantly different in countries where fixed-line access is 
not yet widely available. Thus, the primary demand may come from 
countries where this technology will be the first to offer broadband access 
to remote areas rather than replacing existing technology. One source 
has indicated that the IEEE 802.16 2004 version of WiMax "is being 
adopted by carriers in developing countries as their primary means for 
providing broadband services, by competitive carriers globally to 
penetrate new markets, and by large incumbent carriers to extend their 
broadband networks into rural areas."156 

A further effort that will push broadband access to more remote areas 
is the development of a windup laptop that will cost only $100 to 
manufacture. This machine, developed by MIT researchers, will come 
with batteries that can be recharged using a crank, thus avoiding the need 
for constant charging or connection to a power grid. It will have a 500 

151 CNET Asia, April 24, 2006 
152 New Scientist, October 29, 2005 
153 This alternative is based on IEEE 802.20. 
154 "Wireless Networking May Soon Get Faster. Will Anyone Care?," supra. 
155 Id. 
156 "Broadband Strategies for the Fixed Market," report abstract, June l, 2006, available at 
www.marketresearch.com/map/prod/1300373.html 
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megahertz processor and only 1 gigabyte of memory, but include built-in 
wireless networking. A non-profit company formed by MIT to market 
the laptop hopes to build more than 100 million of these machines by 
2007. They will not be sold commercially, but only to governments in 
developing countries for distribution to their nation's children.157 

D.2 CELLULAR TELEPHONES 

The significant increase in mobile phone penetration around the 
world parallels the rapid expansion of broadband and its supporting 
networks. China currently has 430 million cell phone subscribers. In 
August of this year this number increased by 5.19 million. India has 123 
million subscribers to date, but has become the fastest-growing mobile 
market in the world, having added a net 5.9 million subscribers in August 
alone. 

The biggest impact of cell phone growth is being seen in countries 
where landlines were never installed in significant regions and where 
installing them would be prohibitively expensive.158 As of December 
2005, more than 2 billion people had cell phones. It is estimated that 
there will be 3 billion cell phone users worldwide by end of 2008. China 
alone is expected to reach the 600 million mark by 2009. 

Mobile phones are beginning to dominate over landlines. In March 
2006 64 percent of the phones in service in India were cell phones. Of the 
new telephone subscriptions that month in India, 94 percent were solely 
for mobile phones.159 In 2005 there were 1.26 billion land phone lines 
compared to the 2.14 billion cell phone subscribers worldwide. Eighty 
percent of the people in the world currently live in an area with cell 
phone reception.160 

As a result, cell phone penetration figures continue to climb (Table D-
1 ). As of 2005, 68 percent of the people in the United States had a cell 
phone subscription. Other countries had significantly higher figures. 

157 NewScientist.com News Service, supra. 
158 "Mobile Phone Proliferates, A Hallmark of New India," The New York Times, September 15, 2006, 
Section C, p. 4. 
159 "Cell Phone Subscriptions Surge in India," News.com, April 10, 2006, available at 
http://news.com.com/Cell+phone+subscriptions+surge+in+ India/2110-103 7 3-6059482.html 
160 "Recycled Cellphones Help Drive Third World Wireless Boom," USA Today, August 20, 2006, 
available at www.usatoday.com/tech/wireless/phones/2006-08-20-cellphone-recycling x.htm (Statistics 
provided by International Telecommunications Union). 
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Table D-1. Cell Phone Penetration 

CELL PHONE FACTS 

Cell phone subscribe<• by country, 2005 (cell 
pho"'leS PBI 100 poopli:;: 

• Algeria: 13.7 million (42) . 

• Algentina: 22.1 million (57) . 

• Bangladesh: 9 million (6) . 

• Britain: 61.1 mHlion (102) . 

• Canada: 16.6 milion (51~ 

• Chad: 210,000 (2) . 

• China: 393.4 million (30) . 

• France: 48.1 mmion (79) • 

• Germany: 79.2 million (96) . 

• Guatemala: 3.2 million (25) . 

• India: 76 million (7) . 

• Japan: 94. 7 million (7 4 ) • 

• Kenya: 4.6 million (13) . 

• Mexico: 47.5 million (44) . 

• Russia: 120 million (84) . 

• South Africa: 31 million (65) . 

• United States: 201.6 millon (68) . 

• World: 2.14 bRlion (32). 

Soura:L (rJtumt-1t1onaf Tnlecnrrm1unrr.at1on Union 

By 2006, 30 countries had a penetration rate of over 100 percent (Table 
D-2). It is expected that by the end of 2006 that number will have reached 
40. 
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Table D-2. The 30 Countries With More Than One Cell Phone Per Person 

Penetration (0/o) Mar-06 

Turks & Caicos Islands 161.8 

Aruba 150.8 

Luxembourg 140.7 

Lithuania 139.9 

Cayman Islands 136.4 

Netherlands Antilles 134.0 

Grenada 133.3 

Israel 125.9 

Italy 122.4 

Cyprus 121.5 

Macau 121.3 

Bahrain 117.8 

Greece 114.7 

Czech Republic 114.0 

UAE 113.9 

Jersey 113.6 

Sweden 112.5 

Hong Kong 110.8 

UK 110.1 

Estonia 108.6 

Spain 108.0 

Austria 107.3 

Ireland 107.0 

Norway 106.1 

Antigua & Barbuda 104.6 

Iceland 103.3 

Finland 103.l 

Portugal 101.3 

Kuwait 101.1 

Singapore 101.0 

Source: research firm Informa Telecoms & Media 

Despite the rapidly changing nature of the cellular telephone industry, 
R&D spending by the telecommunications giants fell between 2000 and 
2004, the latest year for which data were available. In 2000 the top four 
R&D spenders in the technology sector were telecommunications 
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companies: Ericsson, Lucent, Motorola, and Nortel, together accounting 
for nearly $20 billion in R&D spending. By 2004 their combined spending 
had dropped to $9 billion. Lucent, parent company of Bell Labs, fell from 
number 6 among the overall top 100 spenders in 2000 to number 71 in 
2004 after cutting its R&D spending five years in a row. In 2004 Swedish
based Ericsson cut its R&D spending 23 percent, spending $873 million 
less than in the prior year. That same year Motorola cut its spending by 
$711 million, a nearly 19 percent decrease from the prior year. The only 
top telecommunications company to hold its spending relatively steady 
was the Finnish company Nokia, which cut its spending less than one 
percent. As a result, it was the only telecommunications company in the 
top four of the technology sector companies in 2004.161 

The drop in spending by these companies is expected to continue at 
least through 2006, with Nortel expected to decrease its R&D spending in 
2006 by 17 percent from its 2005 levels. Lucent Technologies was 
expected to decrease its 2006 spending by 6 percent from the previous 
year. One notable exception is Tellabs, which is expected to increase its 
spending by 12 percent from the previous year, although it will still 
spend less than half of what Lucent spends this year.162 

Despite the falling R&D spending cell phones are becoming more 
complicated, with more features. Many of them are small computers that 
may include a larger color screen and a built-in camera. They can send 
and receive text messages and serve as an alarm clock, calendar, game 
player, music player, or FM radio. Some have satellite positioning 
functions or may be able to record and play video clips.1fil These new 
devices are at the intersection of three key industries: communications 
devices, computers, and consumer electronics, and are the best-selling 
devices in all three of these categories. Some predict that increased 
processing power, memory bandwidth, and capacity mean that the total 
semiconductor memory content of all mobile devices sold yearly will 
equal that of personal computers by 2007.164 

The way cell phones are being developed and manufactured has 
changed significantly. Due to the variety of features, colors, sizes, and 
shapes, the number of models introduced in a year has risen from 4 or 5 
per year to 20 to 30 models. Although China has traditionally offered the 

161 "IEEE Spectrum R&D 100," IEEE Spectrum, December 2005. 
162 "2006 R&D Funding Improves Amid Increasing Restraints," R&D Magazine, January 2006. 
163 "Battling," supra. 
164 "Memory Technology in Mobile Devices-Status and Trends," November 9, 2005. 
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lowest labor costs for phone production, this has changed due to overall 
considerations. Now equipment manufacturers are opening plants in 
India, Brazil, Mexico, and Russia, where proximity to the locations where 
the phones will be sold and used, service, and flexibility offsets labor 
costs.165 

Traditionally a few vertically integrated companies such as Nokia, 
Motorola, and Ericsson dominated the industry, since making mobile 
phones required expertise in a broad range of areas, including the design 
of radio chips and software, integration of electronic components, and 
case styling. Manufacturers had to be able to produce large quantities 
efficiently and promote products to consumers effectively. They also 
needed to build the large and complex base stations used to provide 
coverage. These requirements presented large barriers to entry that the 
usual low-cost electronics firms could not surmount.166 

Those barriers have fallen in recent years, resulting in a completely 
new industry structure. Hardware and software have become 
commoditized. Radio chips and the necessary software can be purchased 
off the shelf. A number of small firms have sprung up that specialize in 
handset design, chip design, testing, and/ or software. Manufacturing 
can be outsourced to electronic-manufacturing services firms. Some of 
these firms, called original design manufacturers (ODMs), have begun to 
design as well as build handsets. 

Most of the largest ODMs are Taiwan-based, including BenQ, Arima, 
and Compal; others are in China and South Korea. They design and 
build the handsets for well-known companies that add their branding to 
the finished telephone and sell it as their own. In fact, the biggest ODM 
customers are the big-name companies such as Sony Ericsson (a handset 
joint venture between Sony in Japan and Ericsson of Sweden), Motorola, 
Siemens, Toshiba, and Panasonic. The new ODMs are disrupting the 
industry's previous order.167 The rise of ODMs has allowed traditional 
handset companies to fill product line gaps quickly and cheaply, reduce 
R&D spending, and reduce risks from supply and demand swings. 

165 Mitch Schoch, "Handset Manufacturing: Not a Simple Endeavor," Suiface Mount Technology, 20(5), 
May 2006, 29-30. 
166 "Battling," supra. 
161 Id. 
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Motorola and Sony Ericsson outsource 35 percent of their manufacturing 
and no longer design their own radio chips.168 

The challenge for the largest companies, particularly Nokia and 
Motorola, is that they continue to plan to compete in every market 
worldwide. Their smaller competitors, however, intend to "cherry pick" 
certain markets and product niches. ODMs have already claimed 20 
percent of the handset market in Taiwan and are targeting certain 
countries in central Europe.169 

0.3 INTERNET STANDARDS 

16s Id. 
169 Id. 

Standards for Internet use are also undergoing change. The next 
generation of the Internet Protocol, 1Pv6, is gaining momentum in South 
Asia and will be supported in Windows Vista. The new protocol will 
provide a greater supply of Internet addresses, improved configuration 
capabilities, mandatory support for IP security and quality of service, and 
simpler merging of networks. At a meeting of the Open Source 
Intelligence Forum in October 2006, Major General (ret.) Dale Meyerrose, 
chief information officer of the Office of the Director of National 
Intelligence (ODNI), stated that "the DoD and ODNI published a joint 
strategy to move to Internet Protocol version 6 in June. Additionally, 
Defense modified a number of its contracts, specifically those around net
centric services, so ODNI could use them more easily."170 

Although operators in Asia have been ordered to support 1Pv6, U.S. 
IT managers have not acted to adopt the standard. Some have suggested 
that lack of expertise and deployment of 1Pv6 could hurt U.S. technical 
leadership in the Internet. Further, if international web sites cannot be 
accessed with IPv4 products, this could cause problems for U.S. 
enterprises.171 

Others argue, however, that organizations other than government 
agencies or contractors required to adopt IPv6 should defer deploying it. 
They assert that arguments regarding 1Pv4 address space exhaustion and 
address inequity are "grossly exaggerated." They also claim that there is 
no evidence that IPv6 will enhance quality of service or network security 
compared to IPv4 services that have implemented IP security (IPsec) and 

170 Jason Miller, "Intel IT Is Coming Together," Washington Technology, October 20, 2006. 
171 "IPv6 Still Gets No Respect in the United States," Eweek.com, June 15, 2006. 
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diffserv. They also dismiss the desirability of auto-assignment of 
addresses compared to Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) 
implementations, particularly in Active Directory environments. Finally, 
they argue that elimination of Network Address Translation (NAT) is not 
necessarily desirable because NAT contributes to many network security 
solutions.172 

172 Burton Group, "1Pv6: Unmasked," February 2006. 
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APPENDIX£· ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

ARPA 

ATP 

CDMA 

CNGI 

DARPA 

DNI 

DoD 

DSLAM 

EU 

GSM 

HUMINT 

iARPA 

IC 

IEEE 

IPDSLAM 

IPv 

ISB 

IT 

NGN 

NIH 

NNI 

NS&E 

NSF 

ODM 

ODNI 

OECD 

R&D 

S&E 

S&T 

TD-SCDMA 

UMTS 

VoIP 

Advanced Research Projects Agency 

Advanced Technology Panel 

Code Division Multiple Access 

China's Next-Generation Internet 

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

Director of National Intelligence 

Department of Defense 

Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer 

European Union 

Global System for Mobile Communications 

human intelligence 

intelligence Advanced Research Projects Agency 

Intelligence Community 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

Internet Protocol Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer 

Internet Protocol version 

Intelligence Science Board 

information technology 

next-generation network 

National Institutes of Health 

National Nanotechnology Initiative 

natural sciences and engineering 

National Science Foundation 

original design manufacturer 

Office of the Director of National Intelligence 

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 

research and development 

science and engineering 

science and technology 

Time Division-Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access 

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 

voice over Internet Protocol 
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